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INLucE TuA
In Thy Light
Slowing Things Down

S

UMMER HAS ARRIVED, AND MY GARDEN IS

finally in. I've set aside time the last few
summers to tend two backyard patchesone for vegetables, one for herbs. I don't have a
particularly green thumb. Nor am I especially
adventurous in my selection of crops. In fact, I'm
probably not the most conscientious gardener
around. I'm the type that buys seedlings at the big
box store, sticks them in the dirt, and hopes for
the best. Of course, I remember to water the little
sprouts every day... or so. Somehow the weeds in
this year's lettuce patch already have gotten away
from me.
I think I enjoy my garden partly because.there
is still a little boy inside me who likes playing in
the dirt, but there's more to it than that. My garden
is a patch of fertile earth, mine to seed, to tend,
and the fruits of which to enjoy. In his essay "The
Reactor and the Garden;' Wendell Berry wrote,
''A garden gives the body the dignity of working
in its own support" (in The Gifts of Good Land.
North Point Press, 1981). A meal grown in your
own garden is a reminder of the too easily forgotten reality oflife, that we are creatures of the earth
who must labor to live. And this labor is not the
kind done in climate-controlled offices, tapping
on plastic keys, staring at screens. Human life
depends on physical labor, the kind that brings us
down to our knees and fills our fingers with the
black dirt to which we someday will return. When
we labor this way we recognize our dependence
on the soil and the weather and all the rest of creation for our very existence.
And if gardening is a reminder, it is also a
means of forgetting. When I garden, I'm out of
reach of the television and the Internet. Every
minute of this past week that I've spent thin-

ning my salad greens or fretting over my failing
cucumber plants was one more minute not
wasted listening to members of Congress as they
posture over the federal budget or, far worse, try
to explain away their latest personal scandals.
I'm a political scientist, and I'm expected to keep
track of these things. Usually, I enjoy that job.
But listening to the arguments, sifting through
the facts, and constantly making sense of the
contrived drama served up to us night after night
as the latest breaking news all takes so much
time and energy. In the summer, I have to step
back and let myself spend some of that time and
energy on something else. So I plant a garden,
and the world slows down for a while.
Hopefully, your world will slow down long
enough this summer for you to enjoy what I
believe to be a particularly worthwhile issue of
The Cresset. In "The Place of Christian Scripture in
the Modern University;' Mark Noll chronicles the
Lutheran tradition's contribution to higher education and considers the balance that Christian
scholars must maintain between their faith and
the intellectual demands of their scholarly disciplines. In "Does the Way of Improvement Lead
Home?'' John Fea highlights another kind of
balance that Christian scholars must maintain,
the one between the need to advance their own
careers and the needs of the colleges and universities where they live out those careers. And in the
third essay, "Birth Stories;' Lisa Deam remembers
the birth of her daughter and explores the use of
metaphors of birth in the Bible.
There are so many things in this world that
press in on us, that take our time and energy, but
so few of them deserve our attention. Charles
Vandersee tells us that the academic life is supposed to provide a bit of leisure to think and talk
about things that are important (in "The Attic;'
pp. 61-62). But even those of us fortunate enough
to perform our daily labors in the academy need
to be reminded to slow down and let life be less
complicated. So this summer plant a garden. Or
read a few of those novels you've been meaning to
get to. Do whatever you need to do to renew your
spirit and your faith and to be reminded of the
things that really matter. ~
-!PO
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The Place of Scripture in the Modern
Christian University
Mark A. Noll

F

OR A HISTORIAN TO CONSIDER THE PLACE

of Scripture in the modern Christian university is to be drawn immediately to two
conclusions. The first is that the place of Scripture
poses a real problem in the modern Christian university. The second is that the Lutheran tradition
contributed a great deal to creating that problem.
This essay explores the general problem briefly
before trying to explain how Martin Luther and the
Lutheran tradition contributed to the problem. But
it then finds in Luther and historical Lutheranism
pointers toward a better way in the use of Scripture
for the challenges of intellectual life.
The place of Scripture in the modern Christian
university is a problem because Christian intellectual life in the contemporary Western world
requires an exercise in tight-rope walking. The
wire is strung between faithful devotion to divine
revelation and responsible engagement with modern learning. It is much easier to fall off this wire
than to maintain your balance.
In the current American scene, we have several obvious examples of falling off the wire into
a crass biblicism that disregards the legitimate
benefits to higher learning that are gained from
simply assuming a humble place in the academy.
The most obvious example of this destructive
biblicism is creation science, where a determined
promotion of nineteenth-century literal biblical
hermeneutics and commitment to persuasion
by adversarial populism overwhelms the critically constructed best results of worthy scientific
work. But there are other examples where zealous
adherents of Scripture simply toss out the baby
of well-grounded learning with the bathwater of
6
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learning abused for God -denying purposes. They
include manic single-issue public advocacy that
claims to represent "biblical politics"; or run-away
Americanism that depicts our nation's early history as the land of the converted and the home
of the true-blue evangelical; or the cruder forms
of "intelligent design'' that repeat William Paley's
mistake of using God to fill in the gaps of contemporary scientific knowledge.
The common mistake of those falling off the
wire in this direction is to neglect central teachings of the Scriptures themselves. If God made
all humans in his image, if the ability to learn
about the external world is a gift given by God to
all those made in his image, if Scripture teaches
that believers in God are also susceptible to error,
and if Scripture testifies repeatedly that all people
have a significant capacity for genuine insight
on some aspects of human affairs-then Bible
believers should be the first to expect genuine
intellectual insights from the entire human community, especially in the study of the material
world, mathematics, and those aspects of experience that do not deal explicitly with humans
standing directly before God.
These problems are more obvious where the
Christian element predominates when speaking
about the modern university. A different set of
problems emerges where the modern or the university elements predominate. Falling off the wire
on this side means simply receiving elite opinion in any academic specialty with no effort to
assess that opinion by Christian beliefs rooted in
Scripture. Examples are again legion. This mishap
occurs when Christian students of nature ban-

ish teleology from their scientific efforts; or when
Christian ethicists agree that if something can be
done in medicine or the human sciences, it should
be done; or when Christian historians rest content
with economic, political, gender, or ideological
forces as the total picture in depicting the past; or
when Christian economists treat all human choices
as mere calculations of maximized personal advantage; or when Christian legal scholars, literature
professors, or religionists degrade potential laws of
nature into mere constructions of the human appetite for power.
The common mistake in this fall from the high
wire is to relegate Christian belief to a private space
that never intersects meaningfully with the public
spaces in which learning takes place.

f this account of problems about the Bible in
the modern university is anywhere near accurate, why should Martin Luther and Lutheran
traditions be held in any way responsible for the
problems besetting Christian universities today?
The following discussion is limited to Protestant
institutions, but for those institutions the place to
begin is at the beginning. (Outstanding accounts of
what follows are found in Bainton 1950 and Kolb
2009.)
The furor over Martin Luther's Ninety-Five
Theses of 1517 is properly regarded as the flash
point that instigated the Protestant Reformation.
In light oflater Protestant insistence on Scripture as
the defining norm for doctrine and life, it is noteworthy that the Ninety-Five Theses contained very
little direct appeal to the Bible as such. Instead, the
Theses mostly took up questions about the theology and practice of indulgences.
When, however, Luther's Latin proposal for
an in-house academic debate was translated into
German and republished by several enterprising
printers, it is well known that a wide populace
responded with enthusiasm even as the pope and
his associates responded with outrage. The ensuing controversy witnessed an almost immediate
explosion of print. What the Gutenberg Revolution
would mean for Western society became much
clearer when Luther's theses precipitated a blizzard of publication. But this publicity also led to

I

another almost immediate consequence-a shift in
the controversy's center of gravity.
Specific questions of Christian doctrine
certainly remained important, but almost immediately they were frequently superseded by
questions concerning Christian authority: How
could faithful believers know what was true, and
who could guide them in finding out? The NinetyFive Theses were posted on 31 October 1517; less
than a year later Luther was called from his home
at Wittenberg to meet a representative of the pope,
Cardinal Thomas Cajetan, in the imperial city
of Augsburg. At Augsburg the controversy over
the doctrine and practice of indulgences almost
instantly expanded into controversy over the use
and authority of Scripture. Luther wanted to cite
the Bible to defend his positions, but Cajetan never
took this bait; he insisted instead that Luther return
to the established teachings of the church.
Since the spheres of religion and society
were so intimately conjoined in early modern
Europe, Luther's challenge to religious authority
was quickly perceived as a challenge to authority
in general. That broader challenge was apparent
when Luther traveled in April1521 to an Imperial
Diet convened by the Holy Roman Emperor,
Charles V. If Charles lacked experience as emperor
and if everything spoken in German had to be
translated for him into Latin, he nonetheless represented at Worms the personal embodiment of
Christendom. The Christendom ideal, built up
over the previous seven centuries, held that the
interests of religion and society could be harmonized in one completely integrated whole. Before
such an august personage representing such a
well-established ideal, Martin Luther appeared
as a solitary monk who in his private spiritual
journey had become convinced that Scripture
taught much that the pope, the Emperor, and all
Christendom had tragically misconstrued.
When Luther came before the imperial court,
he saidhewouldrecantwhathe had written, but only
upon one condition. That condition amounted to a
quintessentially Protestant challenge: "Therefore, I
ask by the mercy of God, may your most serene
majesty, most illustrious lordships, or anyone at all
who is able, either high or low, bear witness, expose
my errors, overthrowing them by the writings of the
Trinity 2011
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prophets and the evangelists" ("Luther at the Diet of
Worms;' 111, emphasis added).
But that statement did not satisfy the Emperor,
who asked Luther to say more. Then came these
famous words: "Since then your serene majesty
and your lordships seek a simple answer, I will
give it.... Unless I am convinced by the testimony
of the Scriptures or by clear reason (for I do not
trust either in the pope or in councils alone, since
it is well known that they have often erred and contradicted themselves), I am bound by the Scriptures

the great councils of the Catholic church that had
already ruled on many of the issues he was addressing. "In this;' the imperial secretary told Luther,
"you are completely mad:' Then he went on with
words that forecast any number of problems in
the history of Protestant university life: "For what
purpose does it serve to raise a new dispute about
matters condemned through so many centuries by
church and council? Unless perhaps a reason must
be given to just anyone about anything whatsoever.
But if it were granted that whoever contradicts the

I have quoted and my conscience is captive to the
Word of God. I cannot and I will not retract anything, since it is neither safe nor right to go against
conscience" (Ibid., 112, emphasis added).
This dramatic statement in this most august
setting defined a baseline for all later Protestants:
they would follow the Bible before all other
authorities-even when, as many of them later
concluded, the Bible taught truths at considerable
variance from what Luther found in Scripture. The
statement also defined a second landmark that
has exerted almost as much influence: "my conscience" or the individual Bible-reader aware of
standing before the face of God, would be the final
guide for interpreting the supremely authoritative
Scripture.
Immediately after Luther had finished speaking his piece, the Emperor's spokesman called him
to account for setting himself up as superior to

councils and the common understanding of the
church must be overcome by Scripture passages,
we will have nothing in Christianity that is certain
or decided" (Ibid., 113).
The Emperor was obviously not impressed
with Luther's declaration of Protestant principle.
Yet Charles and the pope's representatives dawdled after Luther's dramatic appearance. By the
time they figured out what they wanted to do
with him, he had long since left Worms. Luther's
prince, the Elector Frederick of Saxony, was torn
between a desire to protect the theologian who was
bringing renown to his land and the need to show
proper deference to the Emperor. Frederick's creative response was to maintain a public position of
noncommittal impartiality while arranging, under
strictest secrecy, for Luther to be "kidnapped"
and spirited away to a secret retreat, the Castle
Wartburg near Eisenach.
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As soon as Luther was settled in the Wartburg
castle, he turned his great energy immediately to
preparing a German-language translation of the
New Testament. As with all such efforts, much was
at stake, implicitly as well as explicitly, in Luther's
path-breaking translation. His 1522 German New
Testament was immediately noteworthy for the
chance it gave Luther to accentuate the themes of
Scripture that most directly fueled his reforming
fire. A much-noticed instance was his translation
of a key passage about faith and justification found
toward the end of the third chapter of Paul's Epistle
to the Romans. Luther added the word "alone" to
the Apostle's statement that believers are "justified
without the works of the law by faith'' (Strand, 10).
A second noteworthy feature of Luther's first
momentously important New Testament was its
annotations, which came in two forms. In slender
margins alongside the translated text of Scripture,
Luther inserted quotations from what he considered pertinent Old Testament texts and also
explained what he felt the New Testament authors
were trying to say. He also supplied prefaces, first to
the New Testament as a whole and then to each of
the individual books.
In the general preface to the entire New
Testament, Luther set out why such an introductory
statement was necessary. His very first sentences
explained, "It would be right and proper for this
book to go forth without any prefaces or extraneous
names attached and simply have its own say under its
own name:' Yet Luther did provide an introductory
preface because "many unfounded [wilde] interpretations ... have scattered the thought of Christians
to a point where no one any longer knows what is
gospel or law, New Testament or Old:' It was, therefore, a "necessity" for Luther to give some "notice...
by which the ordinary man can be rescued from his
former delusions, set on the right track, and taught
what he is to look for in this book, so that he may not
seek laws and commandments where he ought to be
seeking the gospel and promises of God" ("Preface
to the New Testament:' 357).
This very first Protestant Bible translation,
thus, mingled the ideal and the real as they would
be consistently mingled in Protestant history, and
nowhere more thoroughly than in American experience. The ideal was biblical authority alone; the

real was constant effort by those with authority
to make sure that others were carefully guided so
that they could grasp what "the Bible alone" really
meant.
Two more incidents in Luther's early reforming
career are pertinent. While Luther was hidden away
in the Wartburg castle, colleagues who shared his
desire for reform got to work in Wittenberg. They
were led by an older university professor and cleric,
Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt, who believed
that a right interpretation of Scripture demanded
more and faster changes than Luther desired. In
short order, Karlstadt drastically simplified the
ritual of the Mass, led the destruction of artistic
images in Wittenberg churches, and took many
other radical steps. Luther and the Elector Frederick
were furious. To check what they saw as not reform
but a rush into chaos, Frederick called Luther back
to Wittenberg to deliver a series of sermons during Lent. And then Frederick, with Luther's full
backing, banished Karlstadt from Saxony because
Karlstadt's interpretations of Scripture seemed so
dangerous to both the Elector Frederick and the
theologian Luther.
The last incident involves Luther's famous
debate with Desiderius Erasmus in 1525 over the
theological question of the freedom of the human
will. The key matter for our purposes is that
Erasmus argued that the Bible was obscure on this
point and so allowed for a great deal of theological
latitude. Luther, by contrast, insisted that the Bible
on this issue was entirely clear. It was perspicacious,
and this perspicacity justified the strong position
that Luther took in this controversy. But because
Erasmus was in Basel, Switzerland, far beyond
the authority of any Saxon prince, Luther had no
means to compel Erasmus to agree with his interpretation of Scripture.
So here is how things stood with the Bible
before the Protestant Reformation was even ten
years old. Scripture, as God's written revelation that
could be corrupted by self-seeking church officials,
was nonetheless the supreme authority for all of
life's important questions. Moreover, the individual
standing humbly before God could follow his own
conscience (and, quite a bit later, her own conscience) in grasping the message of Scripture. In
turn, that clear perception could purify Christian
Trinity 2011
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teaching, reform church corruption, and bring new
life in the Holy Spirit to individuals and Christian
communities alike.
But, of course, that is not all. Since few could
read the Bible's original Greek and Hebrew for
themselves, it was necessary for translations to be
prepared so that people could read Scripture in
vernacular languages. Inevitably, as has become a
commonplace observation, all Bible translations
"are, by their very nature, partisan'' (Prickett, v).
"Traduttore, Traditore;' say the Italians with characteristic overstatement: a translation is a traitor
(to the original). It really isn't quite that bad. But
wherever translation takes place, the labors of the
translators shade the final product. For Scripture, a
translated text is no longer "the Bible alone:'
And there is more. As soon as there was a
Protestant movement appealing to Scripture as ultimate authority, there were Protestant movements
differing on how best to interpret the supremely
authoritative Scripture. Some of those differences
were minor, some were literally deadly in the effect
they had on those who maintained them. And so
began the Protestant swinging to and fro that has
gone on since late in 1517 to this day: strong assertions of conscience captive to the Word of God are
pulled back by authoritative directives from religious or intellectual or political leaders about what
the conscience is supposed to find when it opens
the Scriptures.
For myself, I remain by conviction a Biblebelieving Protestant. While many of the criticisms
that Roman Catholics and the Orthodox direct at
Protestant use of the Bible are legitimate, both the
Catholic appeal to magisterial teaching authority
and the Orthodox appeal to unbroken liturgical traclition appear to me to have just as serious problems
in using Scripture as Protestants do-though their
problems are admittedly different. Nonetheless,
especially as a Protestant historian, I'm very much
aware that if Martin Luther's appeal to his conscience as captive to the Word of God solved some
very important problems, it also created other and
quite serious problems as well.
For the history of higher education, later
Lutherans did one wise thing and made two questionable moves. The wise thing was to view Luther's
declaration about his individual conscience captive
10
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to the Word of God as hyperbole when they set
about reconstituting educational practice for the
new Lutheran tradition. One instance is especially
telling. Throughout much of his reforming career,
Luther railed vehemently against Aristotle. Luther's
complaint against the Greek philosopher was that
official Catholic teaching had taken Aristotle's
categories to define key church doctrines like the
Eucharist. Famously, official Catholic teaching
mandated that the faithful had to believe, using
Aristotle's categories, that the substance of bread
and wine was changed into the body and blood of
Christ, while the accidents (or appearances) of the
bread and wine remained unchanged. Luther had
some problems with the formula itself, but much
bigger problems with Aristotle's categories being
used to define what Christians had to believe in
order to enjoy the mercies of God. And so Luther
railed against Aristotle. In one of his comments fit
for a mixed audience, he said that "God has sent
him as a plague upon us on account of our sins"
("To the Christian Nobility of the German Nation;'
201).
But soon after the Reformation began, Luther's
colleague Philip Melanchthon was charged to
work with others in setting up the curriculum
for universities in the new Lutheran lands. One
of Melanchthon's very first moves was to require
several works by Aristotle as the mandated course
texts in philosophy classes and also to put much
of Aristotle to use in some parts of the new theology curriculum. Luther saw what was happening
and let it pass. The tacit agreement was that narrowly biblical religion could not serve to establish
the entire program of study for a university. Put
more generally, in a formula that Luther used for
other purposes, it is appropriate for enterprises
of Christian learning to use at least many aspects
of well-considered general human learning (like
Aristotle) if that form ofhuman learning does not
contradict the central message taught by the Bible.
The wisdom of this early Lutheran move was
in cushioning the impact of the appeal to "the Bible
alone:' In practice, Luther really meant: In the Bible
above all other authorities, which authorities may
be employed if they do not violate the message of
salvation that is the fundamental reason the Bible
exists at all.

This wise Lutheran move, to which I will
return, was compromised, however, by two developments that caused considerable difficulty. The
first was Luther's and later Lutherans' over-reliance
on government authority to handle matters like
education. The Elector Frederick was indispensable for protecting Luther in the early days of the
Reformation. The Lutheran payback was, in effect,
to give Frederick and later governing officials pretty
much a free hand to do as they pleased in operating
institutions of higher learning.
The second later problem was a theological
move that complemented the decision to rely on
the Elector Frederick. This move was to picture
God's interaction with the world as involving Two
Kingdoms. The Kingdom of Christ, or the church,
or the proclamation of redemption, would be governed directly by Scripture interpreted in such a
way as to highlight the Bible's message of salvation (justification by faith alone). The Kingdom of
the World, by contrast, was the realm of politics,
economics, education, and social order. God also
ruled this second Kingdom, but indirectly through
authorities he ordained for that purpose. For
Lutherans, efforts at applying the Bible's message of
salvation to the Kingdom of the World represented
a major mistake in categories that would lead only
to misguided zeal, clerical over-reach, theological
triumphalism, and never-ending clashes between
church and state. (As an aside, the problems that
Lutherans wanted to avoid with a theology of
Two Kingdoms were pretty much the challenges
that Calvinists welcomed as they set about their
reforms, including educational reforms. There is
much at stake in the Calvinist-Lutheran debate
over such matters but that is the subject for another
day.)
In sum, Lutheran practice in higher education was never as open-ended as Luther's early
stance on Scripture might indicate. The practical
use of human wisdom that did not contradict the
biblical message of salvation, the theology of Two
Kingdoms, and a willingness to defer to secular
authority in the organization of life beyond the
church led to significant positive results-first
in Europe and then in the United States. Serious
higher learning in a broadly Christian framework
has been going on at European Lutheran universi-

ties for nearly five centuries; in the United States
the same has been true for over a century and a
half.
But there have also been problems in this
Lutheran style of higher education. Because of
the large role given to secular rulers, Lutheran
institutions have had difficulty resisting political authority that compromised or contradicted
the Christian gospel. In American history, this
Lutheran deference to secular authority has often
been transferred into deference toward intellectual elites who function as the equivalent of
secular authority in our American polity that

Because of the large role given
to secular rulers, Lutheran
institutions have had difficulty
resisting political authority that
compromised or contradicted
the Christian gospel.
separates church and state. Even the most confessional of Lutherans have rarely been noted for
challenging the anti-Christian foundations or the
anti-Christian procedures advocated by some of
the elite intellectual authorities of the modern
age. Lutheran higher education, in the worst case,
can come to mean only that a Lutheran university maintains a chapel where the constituency
can hear sermons on Sundays about justification
by faith, but sermons that have only a vague or
amorphous relationship to what goes on in the
classroom during the rest of the week.
uther and the Lutheran tradition in fact offer
much more about how Bible-based learning
might be carried out in a modern Christian
university. For this purpose, a key comes from the
preface of his first German translation of the New
Testament in 1522. Luther's main reason for supplying a preface in which he instructed readers
how their consciences should respond to the written Word of God was straightforward. He wanted

L
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"the ordinary man'' to be rescued from misreadings
of Scripture that-with the rise ofliteracy, spread of
printing, and onset of religious controversy-were
spreading like wildfire. The most important thing
to Luther was that "the ordinary" reader "know
what is gospel and law:' He wanted those who took
up the New Testament in German "not [to] seek
laws and commandments where [they] are to be
seeking the gospel and promise of God" ("Preface
to the New Testament;' 357).
It is carrying coals to Newcastle to explain
to a Lutheran readership what Luther meant in
those opening words of his New Testament preface. His own spiritual breakthrough and the entire

The first positive implication
from Luther, therefore, is that
a modern Christian university
needs a forceful sense of the Bible's
message, and not just the Bible
alone, as it sets upon its work.

edifice of his trust in Scripture was based on a
proper grasp of Law and Gospel. If the Bible was
to function as the instrument of God's mercy as
God intended it to function, readers had to understand the difference between God's law, which
condemned everyone as unrighteous, and God's
gospel, which in Jesus Christ joyfully welcomed
sinners into fellowship with God. Law, which
predominated in the Old Testament, explained
what God required. Gospel, which predominated
in the New Testament, explained how the life,
death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ met the
requirements of God's law and made it possible
for guilty humans to stand in Christ as fully reconciled to God. So while it is not incorrect to say
that Luther freed up Scripture for all to read and
heed, it is more accurate to say that Luther freed
up Scripture so that all might confront God's law
and the gospel found in Jesus Christ.
12
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The implications for educators from this particularly Lutheran view of "the Bible alone'' are
profound. One is that the Bible per se does not
provide a satisfactory grounding for Christian
learning. The Bible per se is too easily the source
of what Luther called "delusions" that arise when
the individual conscience runs wild through the
scriptural landscape. Instead of the Bible per se,
Luther presented the Bible as narrating a particular account of how God encounters human kind.
That account is certainly biblical, but it is the narration or message of redemption in Scripture as a
whole that can become a satisfactory grounding
for Christian learning. For educational purposes,
therefore, it is necessary to define the foundational
character of Scripture carefully. It is not the Bible
alone in any simple sense that can serve as platform
for Christian learning. It is rather the Bible's narrative or story or existential offer of redemption that
provides the necessary clarity, depth, and capacity upon which education can be based. The first
positive implication from Luther, therefore, is that a
modern Christian university needs a forceful sense
of the Bible's message, and not just the Bible alone,
as it sets upon its work.
The second implication from Luther concerns
the message he found in Scripture. All consequential attempts at Christian higher education
have, in fact, been based on a message or narrative found in the Bible, rather than on the Bible
alone. For Catholics, there has been Thomistic
Aristotelianism; for some Calvinists, it has been
covenant theology; for some fundamentalists and
evangelicals, it has been dispensational theology.
The advantage that the historical Lutheran message
of Law and Gospel enjoys for higher education is
its depth of insight into the Scripture itself. (Some
of what follows is expanded on in: Mark A. Noll.
Jesus Christ and the Life of the Mind. Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 20 11.)
Luther and the Lutheran tradition are not
unique in the kind of message they find in
Scripture, but their reading makes a contribution
of the greatest potential worth. When Lutherans
are asked, what does the Bible mean, the answer is,
"We must say two things at once:' We must say that
the Bible teaches Law, we must say that the Bible
teaches Gospel, and we must say that the biblical

message of Law and Gospel is not two messages
but two ways of describing the same thing. Crude
efforts to explain Law and Gospel can sometimes
simplistically equate Law with the Old Testament
and Gospel with the New Testament. But Luther
at his clearest and later Lutherans at their best do
not make this mistake. On this question, C. F. W
Walther explained matters clearly in his great
nineteenth -century exposition of Law and Gospel:
"Do not think that the Old Testament reveals a
wrathful and the New Testament a gracious God,
or that the Old Testament teaches salvation by a
person's own works and the New Testament salvation by faith. No ... the moment we understand
how to distinguish between Law and Gospel, it is
as if the sun were rising upon the Scriptures, and
we behold all the contents of Scripture in the most
beautiful harmony" (70). The point Walther made
is the crucial point: a Lutheran understanding of
the Bible finds one message in all of Scripture, but
it is one message that requires two things at once to
internalize the message.
The implication of this understanding for education is profound, especially when reinforced by
another insight from Luther. It is his famous definition of a Christian believer as someone who is
at the same time justified and a sinner (simul justus et peccator). Luther developed this definition
in his important commentaries on Romans and
Galatians, but it is present throughout his work.
The formula led to seemingly contradictory statements like this one: "In myself outside of Christ, I
am a sinner; in Christ outside of myself, I am not a
sinner" (quoted in Althaus, 243).
Such simultaneity, which is of first importance
for both theology and the Christian life, has almost
as much potential as a foundation for Christian
learning. The crucial realization is to see that defining the message of salvation as "Law and Gospel"
and understanding Christian existence as "at the
same time saint and sinner" reflects the essence
of the biblical message as that message has been
defined by the great classical norms of Christian
faith itself. Thus, at the heart of the Nicene Creed's
effort to summarize the message of Scripture is the
affirmation that Jesus Christ is fully human and
fully divine, one reality about whom it is necessary
to say two things: "one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-

begotten Son of God... consubstantial with the
Father, through whom all things came to be; for us
humans and for our salvation he came down from
the heavens and became incarnate from the Holy
Spirit and the Virgin Mary, became human'' ("The
Niceno-Constantinopolitan Creed;' in Pelikan and
Hotchkiss, 3:163). When a century or so after the
Nicene formula was composed, bishops met to
clarify this statement, they did so in the definition
of Chalcedon that affirmed again that the one Jesus
Christ is two things, fully God and fully human:
"So, following the saintly fathers, we all with one
voice teach the confession of one and the same
Son, our Lord Jesus Christ: the same perfect in
divinity and perfect in humanity, the same truly
God and truly man'' ("The Council of Chalcedon:'
in ibid., 181).
Luther's insistence that the most basic
Christian teaching must always say one thing by
affirming two things accords perfectly with the
classical affirmations of Christian faith made in the
Nicene Creed and the Chalcedonian Definition.
Lutherans, of all practicing Christians, should
therefore be in excellent position to balance on
the high wire strung between historical Christian
faith and modern worlds of learning. They, of all
Christian educators, should be predisposed by
theological inheritance to advance on this high
wire.
But can such abstruse theological speculation
actually touch the ground? Are there examples of
scholarship in the Lutheran tradition that show
what the balancing act can mean? The ones that
spring most readily to mind come from domains
related to theology, but still indicate what might
be done in all fields. The German university world
contains a solid record of Lutheran worthies who
have been marked by the highest standards of technical academic expertise. The great pietist scholar
of the eighteenth century, Johann Albrecht Bengel,
was a renowned master of textual critical scholarship, but also a noted representative of orthodox
biblical teaching. With variations, the same could
be said about the polymath F. A. G. Tholuck of
Halle in the nineteenth century and about Adolf
Schlatter of Tiibingen, who maintained the highest standards in his New Testament scholarship
while resolutely opposing the modernist theology
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of Adolf von Harnack. The acclaim accorded
to S0ren Kierkegaard in our own day points to
another example of a Lutheran scholar whose
philosophical skill at combating Hegel and the
Hegelians grew directly from a sharply articulated
vision of the practical Christian life. Much closer
to home, one of President 0. P. Kretzmann's star
recruits as he strove to make Valparaiso a firstrate Lutheran university was the young Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod pastor Jaroslav Pelikan.
Pelikan stayed at Valparaiso only three years, 1946
to 1949, but he left with President Kretzmann's
blessing to go on at Chicago and Yale to write the
most learned and most comprehensive history of
Christian doctrine attempted in the last century.
Jaroslav Pelikan's impeccable historical scholarship
won wide recognition in the academy, but his own
commitment to classical Christian faith is suggested by words he spoke shortly before his own
death: "If Christ is risen, nothing else matters. If
Christ is not risen, nothing else matters" (Marty,
47).

Perhaps the supreme example of the high-wire
act of faithful Christian learning is also close to
home at Valparaiso, but in a different way. Johann
Sebastian Bach was an absolute master of his
craft. As such, his exercises, canons, preludes and
fugues, and more have provided an extraordinary
musical genealogy with an inexhaustible source of
technical instruction. From Mozart, Beethoven,
Mendelssohn, and Stravinsky to teachers of music
theory throughout the world today, the renown of
Bach the Musicologist is fixed. Yet as all who have
benefited from the Bach Institute at Valparaiso
know, Bach the Musicologist was al~o Bach the
Evangelist. No one in history has expounded the
Bible's definitive narrative of redemption so evocatively, so profoundly, so beautifully, so simply, and
so filled with complexity as the Cantor of Leipzig.
And nowhere is the message of artistry and devotion more clearly manifest than in the many duets
found in his church cantatas or in several movements of the Mass in B Minor. Of those duets,
especially engaging are the ones where two voices
sing completely different texts in one expressively
moving whole. One extraordinary example is the
last movement of Cantata BMV 49, which Bach
wrote to accompany the Sunday Gospel reading
14
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from Matthew 22 that describes a great royal wedding. In this movement, the bass sings of his love
for the bride while the soprano sings a stanza of
Philip Nicolai's "How Brightly Shines the Morning
Star" to express the church's love for her Savior.
Though there are two voices, or even three if the
instrumentalists are counted, and each one sings
with integrity unto itself, together they coinhere
perfectly in a single harmonious whole.
ere can be no doubt that keeping one's
alance on the high wire strung between
classical Christian faith and contemporary intellectual life is difficult. It means heeding
Scripture and staying engaged in a discipline's
ongoing discussions. It means attending to the
creator and attending to the creation. It means
believing in divine purpose and opening oneself
to insights from all of God's creations. To shift
metaphors-when it comes to a modern Christian
university, doing right by both "Christian'' and
"modern university;' narrow is the gate and few
there be that find it.
But Lutherans have been pointed in that direction. In the Lutheran heritage are found unusually
bold resources for educational enterprises that
remain faithful to both Christianity and modern intellectual life. The place of Scripture for the
modern Christian university is indeed a problem.
But grounded in an understanding of "Law and
Gospel" as the Bible's main message, the scholars
and their students who recognize themselves as "at
the same time saints and sinners" are in an excellent place to get on the high wire and show the rest
of us how to go forward and not fall off. ~

Mark A. Noll is the Francis A. McAnaney
Professor of History at the University of Notre
Dame. He is author, most recently, of Jesus
Christ and the Life of the Mind (Eerdmans
2011 ). This essay was first presented as the
Albert G. Huegli Lecture on Church-Related
Higher Education at Valparaiso University on
16 February 2011.
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Does the Way of Improvement Lead Home?
Rooted Cosmopolitanism and
the Church-Related College
John Fea

R

ECENTLY A THOUGHTFUL AND INFLUENTIAL

blogger wrote a post addressing the
subject of institutional loyalty among
academics. When I first came across this post,
I had a pretty good hunch about what to expect.
The blogger, an Ivy-league trained American
historian, began her post on loyalty with a picture of Buddy, Bill Clinton's chocolate lab from
his White House years. And the rest went downhill from there.
"Do we really owe our institutions loyalty?"
she asked. "I feel loyalty to my friends and colleagues in academia because we have to stand
together in intellectual and professional solidarity in a world that neither understands nor
appreciates what we do ... I feel loyalty to my
students .. . because I have been entrusted with
a part of their education, and I take the instruction and encouragement of young people very
seriously. But I don't feel particularly loyal to
the institutions that have employed me" (Little,
"Further Thoughts on Loyalty").
This professor had good reasons not to
be loyal to either of the institutions where she
had taught-one a church-related college in the
Midwest and the other a large state university in
the West. She had been treated poorly by midlevel administrators at both institutions, and this
led her to conclude that, "In short, I have never
seen an institution operate as though it were
loyal to me. Why should I owe it loyalty?"
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This Lockean (as in John Locke) version of
institutional loyalty was echoed by those college
and university professors who commented on
her post. One respondent wrote, "I totally reject
institutional loyalty. To my mind, scholars should
think of themselves as independent contractors.
We agree to provide services to an institution (that
includes teaching, service, and scholarship) in
exchange for compensation:' The one professor in
the mix who did feel loyalty to his or her institution was quickly "shouted down" by the rest of the
group. This professor was described as someone
whose loyalty must have been "bought" by the
administration with certain perks and benefits.
I learned a lot from reading this online
conversation, but three things stood out most
prominently. First, institutional loyalty, something I am beginning to feel toward the place
where I have taught for the last eight years, is rare
among academics. Second, academics' loyalty to
an institution of higher learning is conditionalit depends on whether or not they feel that they
are being treated well by the administration.
And third, loyalty grows weaker the higher one
advances on the academic food chain. Faculty
members at research universities (Rl) who participated in this blog discussion seemed to take "a
more entrepreneurial view of their careers" than
those who taught at "smaller or regional colleges:'
Now I realize that there is nothing scientific about any of these conclusions. I may be

completely wrong. After all, my "study" is based
on observations from a group of largely secular academics, many of them disgruntled, who
just happen to write things in the comment sections ofblogs. (Since most academics I know are
Luddites, this is indeed a very small sampling).
Yet I still think that some of these issues might
be worth exploring. Sometimes the failure of professors to show academic loyalty has nothing to
do with the institution itself and everything to
do with the quest for career advancement. This is
the kind of ambition that we all learned in graduate school and imbibed as products of American
culture. Such careerism often finds itself at odds
with the understanding of vocation that many of
us find in the theology of our Christian traditions.
One does not need to look very far to find
commentary about the rootlessness of academics.
Back in 1972 Vance Packard called college faculty the "nomads of the twentieth-century" (88).
Columbia University historian William Leach,
in his provocative little book Country of Exiles
(1999), suggested that the quest for advancement
and prestige in the academy has "modified the
meaning of community for many faculty, detaching university livelihood from specific physical
places and shaping it far more than it had ever
been into something abstract (the academic community) to which anyone with credentials might
belong and which could exist anywhere:' Leach
writes about "a whole class of people who hated
real places but loved the disembodied freedom of
the academy" (125).
And what about our students? For them, loyalty to an institution of higher learning may not
be the primary issue. I have found most college
students to be fiercely loyal to their alma mater,
and they carry this loyalty with them for the rest
of their lives. But have you ever thought critically
about the kind of education most college students
in America are receiving?
Steven Bouma-Prediger and Brian Walsh
(2003) write that today's colleges and universities
promote an "education for homelessness:' The
purpose of the university, they argue, has changed
in the last fifty years. It is no longer a place committed to training men and women for local
citizenship, but instead has become an institu-

tion made up of placeless PhDs who train young
men and women to leave home, to abandon place,
and to pull up roots. As the Kentucky farmer and
writer Wendell Berry puts it in The Unsettling of
America (1982): "It is characteristic of our present
society that one does not think to improve oneselfby becoming better at what one is doing or by
assuming some measure of public responsibility
in order to improve local conditions; one thinks
to improve oneself by becoming different, by
"moving up" to a "place of higher consideration"
(159).

The university is no longer a place
committed to training men and
women for local citizenship, but
instead has become an institution
made up of placeless PhDs who
train young men and women to
leave home, to abandon place,
and to pull up roots.
This hit home a few years ago as I was reading some Theodor Geisel-we know him as Dr.
Seuss-to my daughters. Consider for example
Seuss's classic Oh the Places You'll Go. Published
shortly before Geisel's death in 1991, it reads like
a Horatio Alger tale of self-improvement. It glorifies the individual right of choice in shaping one's
future: "You can steer yourself any direction you
choose:' "You're on your own I And you know
what you know;' says the narrator, "And YOU are
the guy who'll decide where to go:' Even when
troubles come (and they do), Seuss tells his young
readers to expect to face them alone: "All Alone I
whether you like it or not I Alone will be something you'll be quite a lot:' Self-improvement can
be an isolating endeavor.
Oh the Places You'll Go is an American sermon. It draws upon an older, but still powerful,
historiographical tradition that celebrated the
making of Americans through the courage of the
first colonists, the rugged individualism of westward migration, and the self-determination of
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immigrants. Like nineteenth-century historian
Frederick Jackson Turner's provocative and controversial interpretation of the American frontier,
Oh the Places You'll Go preaches that personal
happiness comes through leaving home for more
liberating spaces. If life does not yield the level
of self-satisfaction that we might expect, then
the narrator exhorts us to "head straight out of
town .... It's opener there, in the wide open air:'
For Seuss (and Turner), "Out there" is where liberated individuals are made.
Midway through Oh the Places You'll Go,
Seuss describes the most dreadful of all places for
Americans, "The Waiting Place:' It is here where
people on the move get stuck. They stop being
mobile and become confined to a specific locale
where the pace of life is much slower. Patience,
however, is not a virtue for those who are "off
to great places:' If, for whatever reason, a "high
flyer" is forced to land, he or she should not stay
grounded for long. "NO!" the narrator proclaims,
waiting is "not for you:' "Somehow you'll escape I
all that waiting and staying I You'll find the bright
places I where Boom Bands are playing:' The sermon closes with the promise of America: "And
will you succeed? I Yes, you will indeed! I 98 and
% percent guaranteed:'
Precisely because of its uplifting message
of self-esteem and mobility, Oh the Places You'll
Go has enjoyed much commercial success. It has
made annual appearances on best -selling book
lists-especially during May and June when it has
become a popular graduation gift. A quick look
at the customer comments on the web pages of
on-line booksellers like Barnes and Noble and
Amazon reveals its continuing popularity. The
praise for the therapeutic philosophy behind the
book is astounding. One customer wrote: "Dr.
Seuss acknowledges in this book that sometimes
when all options are unattractive, we need to head
right out of town. And how right he is:' Another
reader noted that Oh the Places You'll Go would
help people "escape those unhappy times for good
times to come:' Yet another enthusiastic commenter concluded: "Next to the Bible this is my all
time favorite book:' And one reviewer reaped the
scorn of Amazon customers when he or she dared
to call the premise behind the book "flawed" and
18
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criticized it for teaching his or her son that "if
you don't like where you are, get up and leave it
all behind for great adventure ... :' Needless to say,
only two of fifteen people found her review to be
"helpful:'
As Bouma-Prediger and Walsh put it, too
often the goal of education-even Christian education-is to "get on top and stay there" (56). Have
you ever wondered or asked yourself, "What are
Christians doing 'on top' of such a pile?" (1990,
26). Or, as Wendell Berry asks, is "up" the wrong
direction? We are conditioned from grammar
school to believe that our primary loyalty is to
ourselves and our future careers and professions,
and not to a particular place or community.
Such careerism, however, often co-exists with
our quest for a home-academic or otherwise, a
place that deserves our loyalty, or an institution
in which we can invest our lives. As Scott Russell
Sanders, in his book Staying Put (1993), has written: "Loyalty to a place arises from sources deeper
than narcissism. It arises from our need to be
at home on the earth'' (13). In academic terms,
Sanders is describing the search for an academic
place that might bring meaning and purpose to
our lives, a place where we can live out our vocations to love God with our minds, instill a passion
for this kind of learning in our students, and contribute to something greater than our ambitions.
We academics-both professors and students-are pretty good at thinking about our
"ways of improvement;' as defined by ambition,
careerism, infidelity to our institutions, and loyalty to our disciplines and professions. But we do
not talk often enough about how these "ways of
improvement" might lead us "home:'
hich leads me to my title. I first examined this tension between ambition
and local attachments as part of my
vocation as a historian. My first book, entitled The
Way of Improvement Leads Home (University of
Pennsylvania Press 2008), was a biography-written somewhere at the intersection of intellectual,
social, and cultural history-of an eighteenthcentury, southern New Jersey farmer named
Philip Vickers Fithian. Since Philip died a tragic
death at the age of twenty-nine during the British
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invasion of Manhattan in the summer of 1776,
very few people would know his story if it were
not for the diaries and letters that he kept. These
personal writings describe a young man torn
between ambition and home, reason and passion,
career and calling, and mobility and rootedness.
Indeed, no one was more aware of the tensions between ambition and local attachments
than Philip. The need to reconcile the pursuit of
Enlightenment cosmopolitanism with a passion
for home or a desire for God was perhaps the
greatest moral problem facing the newly educated
sons of British American farmers. Philip learned
quickly that his pursuit of a life oflearning, avocation in the educated ministry, and a call to serve
God and his new country would require a degree
of detachment from friends, family, and the very
soil of his homeland. Yet, Philip's cosmopolitan turn was incomprehensible apart from these
social connections. It was the people, the religious
culture, and even the very landscape of his rural
New Jersey home that continued to hold Philip's
affection and that shaped-and transformed-all
that he learned beyond its bounds. As a child of
the American Enlightenment, Philip could rely on
intellectual, religious, and social scaffolding that
enabled him to live a life worthy of a man of letters and yet benefit from the virtues of his local
attachments.
The so-called "theory" that informed this
project never fully saw the light of day in my
narrative. But I did read extensively in what historical and contemporary thinkers had to say
about cosmopolitanism. I also read a host of
agrarian writers, including Berry (I even managed
to sneak Jayber Crow, Berry's fictional barber, into
the acknowledgements-a move that, as far as I
know, went totally undetected at the University
of Pennsylvania Press), and other "place" writers
such as Walter Brueggemann, Wallace Stegner,
and Yi-Fu Tuan. Finally, I read cultural critics of
cosmopolitanism such as Christopher Lasch.
As I delved into the project more deeply, I
learned that to be rational or educated in the eighteenth century one needed to direct one's passions
away from parochial concerns and toward a universal love of the human race. Educated people
embraced cosmopolitanism. They championed

-
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ideas that belonged to all people and were not confined to a particular locale, region, or nation. The
republic of letters was above all a rational republic with little tolerance for those unable to rid
themselves of parochial passions. Its best citizens
maintained primary loyalty not to family, friends,
faith, or land, but to an international commonwealth of humankind. They made choices for their
lives that ultimately carried them-sometimes
geographically, sometimes in imagination-away
from home. As historian Gordon Wood has aptly
put it, "local feelings were common to peasants
and backwards peoples, but educated gentlemen
were supposed to be at home anywhere in the

It was the people, the religious

culture, and even the very
landscape of his rural New Jersey
home that continued to hold
Philip's affection and that shapedand transformed-all that he
learned beyond its bounds.

world:' To be too wedded to local attachments was
"a symptom of narrow-mindedness, and indeed of
disease" (1992, 221).
Yet in the messiness of everyday life the
Enlightenment ideal was often impractical, and
I would argue, remains impractical today. Max
Hilbert Boehm, writing in 1932, understood
this when he wrote that cosmopolitanism has
always existed "in compromise with nationalism,
race consciousness, professional interest, caste
feeling, family pride, and even egoism" (quoted
in Schlereth 1977, xiii). As an American historian, I would also add Christian faith to that list.
It is precisely these tensions that made Philip's
story, and our stories, so interesting and worthy
of study and thought. I learned from my work
on Philip Vickers Fithian that our pursuits of
cosmopolitanism can be tempered by bouts of
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homesickness. Our efforts to cultivate reason are
often undermined by passions, loves, and things
that may appear to be irrational-things that
modernity cannot explain. Our ambition, quest
for self-improvement, and good old-fashioned
American optimism have often been understood
in the context of a sovereign God's providential
ordering of Creation and, more specifically, our
lives.
The theorist in the ivory tower cannot argue
with this. Recent scholarship on contemporary
cosmopolitanism has largely rejected the notion
that a true "citizen of the world" exists without
some connection to a specific locale that might

What if we participated in
the world from the context of
where we are situated, whether
that is a geographical place,
a religious tradition, or an
understanding of ambition
rooted in Christian vocation?
be called "home" or a specific set of beliefs that
might be informed by tradition. Scholars now
realize that even amid advances in air travel,
the rise of international markets, and the technological creation of a "global village;' a pure
cosmopolitanism or a truly "placeless" individual does not and cannot exist. Yet those who
write about such issues of self-identity today
always make the cosmopolitan ideal their point
of scholarly departure. They begin with world
citizenship-the highest of all moral valuesand then make the necessary concessions to
the particularities of region, nation, and family.
The result is what has recently been described as
"rooted cosmopolitanism;' a cosmopolitanism
that "is there;' or an "actually-existing cosmopolitanism."
Yet what if we understood local attachments
or even institutional loyalty-and not world citizenship-as the necessary starting point in the
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constitution of a modern self? What if we participated in the world from the context of where
we are situated, whether that is a geographical
place, a religious tradition, or an understanding
of ambition rooted in Christian vocation? What
if instead of "rooted cosmopolitanism" we talked
about "cosmopolitan rootedness?"
It would seem that these kinds of questions
might be worth taking up by today's gurus of
higher education. For too long our default position in the so-called "academic community" has
been one of independent contractor. While I was
in graduate school we never saw future employment-if we could get it-in terms of digging in,
participating in a community that over time we
would become loyal to, or working toward the
greater good of an institution. Instead, we were
narcissists. We all believed that we would find
jobs that would pay us to impart wisdom to students (but one in which we did not have to be
in the classroom imparting wisdom too much)
and write books and articles that would enhance
our professional profile. The goal was to be marketable, to be ready to move at any time. So we
thought about us, we added line after line to our
vitas, thought about the possibility of "publishing out" of a given college that was suppressing
our ambition, and kept a constant eye on The
Chronicle of Higher Education and H-NET for
that bigger and better opportunity. Committee
work, institutional service, or any sort of academic labor that contributed to the mission of
our place of employment was a necessary burden that we had to grin and endure. I venture to
say that this continues to be a major part of the
rhetoric spewing forth from behind the doors of
our beloved academic mentors.
It is important to note that such a vision of
"cosmopolitan rootedness" may be, at first glance,
at odds with the very nature of a liberal arts
education-particularly a liberal arts education
grounded in the arts and humanities. How do
we talk about rootedness, tradition, and "place"
in the same discussion of "education;' a word
that, in the Latin, literally means to "lead outward"? The defenders of liberal education, most
recently Martha Nussbaum in her book Not for
Profit: Why Democracy Needs the Humanities

(2010), has made a compelling case for the cosmopolitan dimensions of a liberal arts education.
For Nussbaum, human development-both for
faculty and students- requires that one move
beyond local attachments and prejudices to
become a "citizen of the world:' The liberal arts
teach us virtues such as empathy, hospitality for
different ideas, and openness to learning from
those who differ from us. Or as Mark Schewhn
has put it in Exiles from Eden ( 1993):
The quest for knowledge of the truth, if
it takes place in a context of communal
conversation, involves the testing of our
own opinions. And we must, of course,
be willing to give up what we think we
know for what is true, if genuine learning is to take place. At times, this will be
easy, as when we learn that we were mistaken about some geographical detail or
another. But much of our self-knowledge
as well as our beliefs about what is truly
good for us are not simply matters of
what we know but matters of who we are.
We thus often risk ourselves when we test
our ideas. (49)
For students, it is worth remembering that
without this kind of risk and the willingness to
change our minds, liberal education cannot take
place. Without an interest and desire to move
beyond our parochial and provincial ideas and
cultures and engage the truth wherever it might
be, education cannot happen. Sometimes local
prejudices-the stuff we learn from living in a
particular place-are unjust and must be met
face to face with more liberal, more cosmopolitan ideas that only come from educated people.
But this kind of liberal cosmopolitanism
does not need to undermine our commitment to
our local attachments. Someone who is practicing cosmopolitan rootedness engages the world
from the perspective of home, however that
might be defined. As Sanders writes:
To become intimate with your home
region [or, I might add, one's home institution], to know the territory as well

as you can, to understand your life as
woven into local life does not prevent
you from recognizing and honoring the
diversity of other places, cultures, ways.
On the contrary, how can you value
other places, if you do not have one of
your own? If you are not yourself placed,
then you wander the world like a sightseer, a collector of sensations, with no
gauge for measuring what you see. Local
knowledge is the grounding for global
knowledge. (1993, 114)
Or to quote the late Christopher Lasch:
Without home culture, as it used to be
called-a background of firmly held
standards and beliefs-people will
encounter the "other" merely as consumers of impressions and sensations, as
cultural shoppers in pursuit of the latest
novelties. It is important for people to
measure their own values against others and to run the risk of changing their
minds; but exposure to other will do
them very little if they have no mind to
risk. (New Republic, 18 February 1991)
So is cosmopolitan rootedness possible in
the academy? Can the way of improvement lead
home? Can we think of our vocation and our
work in terms of serving an institution? Our natural inclination is to say something similar to the
comments in the aforementioned blog discussion. I can be loyal to an institution as long as the
administration of the institution remains loyal to
me. Fair enough. Administrators must be sensitive to the needs of their faculty, realizing that
institutional loyalty is something that needs to be
cultivated over time. But this kind of rootedness
also requires faculty who are open to sticking it
out because they believe in what the institution
stands for-whatever that might be. (This, of
course, means that the college or university must
stand for something greater than simply the production of knowledge). It requires a certain form
of civic humanism-the ideological opposite of
Lockean contractualism-that is willing to, at
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times, sacrifice rank careerism for the good of
the institution.
o what does this have to do with Christian
scholar-teachers and students at churchrelated institutions? What is it about a
church-related college that might lead a professor
to remain loyal? Or, to ask a related question, one
that transcends the professoriate, what is it about
being a Christ-follower that might lead one to
want to pursue an intellectual life in a particular
place?

S

When at their best, church- related
colleges offer a truly Christian
education that combines the
spiritual, liturgical, and theological
commitments of a tradition with
the life of the mind.

Church-related colleges are by nature rooted
in a particular Christian tradition. At many of
these colleges, the religious tradition is palpable,
and this informs the sense of place. It is hard to
be at Valparaiso University very long without
breathing the Lutheran air. At my own institution, Messiah College, a school rooted in a mix of
evangelicalism and Anabaptism, the confessional
and liturgical air is not as thick, but a clear sense
of place manifests itself in the praise songs emanating from the chapel during Thursday night
"Powerhouse" worship or the feeling around
campus each Spring when 2,800 students take a
day off from classes to perform acts of service in
the surrounding community. The absence of an
American flag speaks volumes about the kind
of place that we are. The prayers and devotional
thoughts before class give the college a sense of
distinctiveness.
Of course, at many, if not most, church-related
colleges the intellectual life of the community
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is grounded in a particular theological understanding of the world. When at their best,
church-related colleges offer a truly Christian
education that combines the spiritual, liturgical, and theological commitments of a tradition
with the life of the mind. The interaction between
deeply held religious conviction and the pursuit
of knowledge brings vibrancy to the educational
experience of students and the intellectual lives of
faculty. Church-related colleges are places where
the tensions between particular loyalties to faith
and the cosmopolitan pursuits of learning result
in much creative energy.
Yet at times, the religious convictions that
inform the missions of our institutions can
become suffocating, especially for those faculty
or students who may not share in the so-called
home tradition. Commitment to a place defined
by a specific way of thinking about the world can
be stultifying. This is why church-related colleges need people from outside the tradition. For
some colleges and universities, this might mean
having non-Christians who are good citizens
and sympathetic to the school's mission add
their perspectives to the mix. For other churchrelated colleges or universities, it may mean
faculty who come from Christian traditions that
are different.
For those rooted in the tradition, these "outsiders" can help the confessional insiders think
more deeply about their core convictions. For
those who are not from the tradition, there is
much to learn from the so-called religious guardians of the place. I have learned a lot from the
members of the Brethren-in-Christ Church and
other Anabaptists who teach at Messiah College.
The Anabaptist flavor of the place has shaped the
way I think about and teach American history,
a subject that by its very nature raises questions
of nationalism, war, and justice. I have become
a more thoughtful Christian and scholar by
imbibing as much as I can from the religious
convictions that inform the place where I teach.
There is a level of intellectual engagement that I
am not sure I would find at a non-church-related
school. Cosmopolitan rootedness can make the
church-related college a vibrant and energetic
place to work.

- - - - -- --

- - - - -- -- - - - -

- - - - -

The rootedness of the church-related college
also has a geographic dimension. Among the
ranks of church-related colleges and universities,
very few have national reputations. Notre Dame
has a national reputation as a flagship Catholic
university. Wheaton has a national reputation
among evangelicals. But most of these schoolsmany of them small-have histories of providing
Christian education to the religious constituents
of a particular place or region. I am not sure how
such a sense of place makes these schools fundamentally different from state schools that also have
a commitment to a particular locale, but there is
something to be said about the way a churchrelated college or university engages a particular
people in a particular place.
Being rooted in a religious tradition on a
specific piece of earth can reshape the way one
thinks about a career. The culture of academia
makes it difficult for us to imagine an academic
life devoted to training the evangelicals of New
Jersey or Pennsylvania, the Catholics of the rural
Midwest, or the Baptists of Tennessee. This kind of
career requires local knowledge of both the place
and the tradition and a willingness to engage-as
a teacher and a scholar-the larger, cosmopolitan world of liberal learning and our disciplines.
Though it is a different way of thinking about an
academic life, I have found it a deeply fulfilling
and rewarding one.
The pursuit of cosmopolitan rootedness has
helped me to better understand my sense of vocation as a historian and academic. I have been aided
immensely in this process by the recent work of
James Davison Hunter, To Change the World: The
Irony, Tragedy, and Possibility of Christianity in
the Late Modern World (2010). I am not sure how
many of us who work in church-related higher
education would say that we got into the business
of academia to "change the world;' but I am guessing that most of us do what we do because we want
to make an impact on the lives of our students and
pursue a vocation that in some way might be pleasing to God. Hunter's exhortation to Christians has
much to say to Christian academics who are interested in this kind of world-changing activity. Two
things about his argument in To Change the World
seem to be particularly relevant in this regard.

First, Hunter suggests that Christian attempts
to change the world are too focused on individual
efforts and, as a result, they do not understand
that cultures are seldom changed through the
actions of "aggregated individuals:' Instead,
he argues that cultural change comes from the
kinds of "overlapping networks of leaders and
resources" that give "articulation, in multiple
forms, and critical mass to the ideals and practices and goods of the alternative culture in ways
that both defy yet still resonate with the existing social environment" (78). Such a view, when
brought into the realm of academia, suggests a
fundamental reorientation of the way many of
us think about our academic careers. We may
think we can be more effective in changing the
world by writing the next great book, or landing
a chair at a prestigious university, or publishing
out of the backwater place where we happened to
land our first job. But Hunter suggests that this
kind of individual ambition is not as effective as
being part of an institution with a specific mission grounded in a specific place.
This leads to Hunter's second relevant point.
In order to change the world, Christians need to
practice what he calls "faithful presence:' Such
"faithful presence" is incarnational. It is, as Hunter
puts it, a "theology of commitment:' It recognizes
that the God of the Bible has always worked in
particular places. It requires us to work toward
human flourishing and to nurture and cultivate
the world where God has placed us. (The sorry
state of the academic job market makes it a whole
lot easier to believe that the places where we end
up are indeed providentially orchestrated). As
Hunter puts it:
I would suggest that a theology of faithful
presence first calls Christians to attend to
the people and places that they experience
directly. It is not that believers should be
disconnected from, or avoid responsibility for, people and places across the globe.
Far from it .... But with that said, the call
of faithful presence gives priority to what
is right in front of us-the community,
the neighborhood, and the city, and the
people in which these are constituted.
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For most, this will mean a preference
for stability, locality, and particularity of
place and its needs. It is here, through the
joys, sufferings, hopes, disappointments,
concerns, desires, and worries of the
people with whom we are in long-term
and close relation-family, neighbors,
coworkers, and community-where we
find our authenticity as a body and as
believers. It is here where we learn forgiveness and humility, practice kindness,
hospitality, and charity, grow in patience
and wisdom, and become clothed in
compassion gentleness, and joy. This is
the crucible within which Christian holiness is forged. This is the context within
which shalom is enacted.... Faithful
presence ... would encourage ambition,
but the instrumentalities of ambition are
always subservient to the requirements of
humility and charity. (253)
In other words, when our careers are rooted in a
particular place we grow spiritually. We are able
most effectively to be salt and light in the world.
As the fourth-century desert monastic Abba
Antony put it, "In whatever place you find yourself, do not easily leave if' Or as another monastic
from the period wrote: "If a trial comes upon you
in the place where you live, do not leave that place
when the trial comes. Wherever you go, you will
find that what you are running from is ahead of
you:' What might "faithful presence" mean for
those of us with heavy teaching loads, a difficult
academic dean, or a difficult colleague in the
office down the hall? Sometimes our problems
are not so easily solved by leaving. Sometimes
even academics need to take seriously St. James's
exhortation that the "testing of your faith [in a
particular place] produces endurance" (James
1:3). Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove, in his book
The Wisdom of Stability (2010) writes, "stability
invites us to ask" how our co-workers, members
of our department, administrators, roommates,
classmates, and college acquaintances are "gifts
from God to help me grow in love?" (90).
Of course any discussion of academia as it
relates to institutional loyalty or a commitment
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to institutions and places must come with many
caveats. I write as an academic who always has
had an interest in teaching at a church-related
college. Through a postdoctoral fellowship from
the Lilly Fellows Program in Humanities and the
Arts, that interest was reinforced to the point that
I could not imagine myself working any place
else. Eventually, I landed a job at a Lilly Network
institution, where I have been for eight years and
hope to be for a long time. I realize that others
have different stories and that God has led or
will lead them to different places to practice their
vocations. I am fully aware that there are many
reasons why people should or must leave a particular institution or place for another.
But even if your story is not similar to mine,
I still hope this way of thinking about your vocations might be useful in some way. Within the
academic world, and American society in general,
the default position is mobility, usually defined
by ambition, self-improvement, the pursuit of
individual career goals, or the common quest for
something better. What might it take to rid us, to
use Stan Katz's phrase, of the notion that "community loyalty" is an "unnatural act" (Brainstorm
blog, 25 June 2010). I often wonder how much
this approach to the academic life really conforms
to a historic Christian understanding of vocation
that calls us to find our greatest joy in selflessness,
sacrifice, charity, and perhaps even suffering.
At the very least, I hope that we might rethink
why our natural inclination is to leave rather than
stay. Perhaps a more countercultural way of pursuing our vocations might be worth thinking
about and discussing.

-t

John Fea is Associate Professor of American
History at Messiah College. This essay was
originally presented as an address on 14
October 2010 to the Lilly Postdoctoral
Reunion Conference held at Valparaiso
University.
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Birth Stories

Lisa Deam

W

HEN PEOPLE ASK ABOUT MY DAUGHTER'S

birth, I usually describe the weather.
I tell them a story, a true one, about
the blizzard that raged the day she came-about
my prayers that the baby woulfd stay put during
the storm and the telling pains that nevertheless
arrived, with no warning, to wreak havoc on my
body, just as the blowing snow made mischief for
the cars that slid by my window. I tell them about
my husband's frantic shoveling to free the car
from the mountains of snow in the driveway and
our harrowing ride to the hospital, during which
we made cautious haste-cautious so that the
car would be able to stop, haste so that we would
make it in time. I tell them, finally, about the baby
that was born eleven minutes after we traversed
the long hospital corridor to the inner sanctum
at its end.
People like this story. But I intend it primarily
as a metaphor, a way to talk about certain aspects
of this birth that are difficult to describe in polite
society. When I begin discussing the blizzard that
heralded my daughter's arrival, I mean that labor
itself is a blizzard, a storm unleashed in the body.
When this storm came upon me, it produced
gusts and gales that nearly blew me over, winds
that elicited my howls of agony. I felt the storm's
violence would split my body in two. The white
fury of a blizzard, I have found, is a good metaphor for childbirth.
Childbirth, in turn, is a good metaphor for
other storms in my life. With its associations of
creativity and violence, it describes my spiritual
struggles particularly well. As a follower of Christ,
I know the pain of cultivating the life of the spirit,
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a pain that is, in its own way, as great as that of
birthing a human life. In fact, the pain may be
greater, since spiritual birth lasts longer-far longer than my two- mile ride to the hospital, a ride
that, for all its brevity, seemed to take a lifetime.
A lifetime is precisely what it will take to resolve
the labor Jesus asks me to suffer. Knowing this, I
get ready for the storm; I prepare to brave the elements. I will be in that car, in a blizzard, for a long
time to come.

I

n the Old Testament, metaphors of birth,
when applied to people and nations, often are
violent-far more violent than my blizzard.
They speak of travail without resolution, fear
without comfort (Hammer 1994, 54-56). Among
the images used by the prophet Isaiah to describe
people facing the judgment of God, childbirth
looms large:
Wail, for the day of the LORD is near;
as destruction from the Almighty it will
come! Therefore all hands will be feeble,
and every human heart will melt. They
will be dismayed: pangs and agony will
seize them; they will be in anguish like a
woman in labor. (Isaiah 13:6-8)
In passages such as this, the symptoms of labor
are present, but they do not lead to the moment
of joyous release. No child will be born to those
whom God has condemned. Later in Isaiah, the
laboring mother, a figure for Israel, struggles and
writhes, only to give birth to wind (Isaiah 26:1718). These are truly terrifying images. The hope

of new life enables a laboring woman to endure
her agony. But Isaiah tells only half a birth story.
There is no child, living or dead; only the anguish
remains.
In the New Testament, birthing metaphors
communicate certain hope. Since the coming of
Christ, God's people no longer labor in vain; their
pangs produce new life. From the Gospels to the
Book of Revelation, these metaphors punctuate
the teachings of Jesus and his followers, speaking
of our rebirth as Christians and our often painful
transformation into the image of Christ. At one
time, I might have passed over these verses, but
no longer. They now stand out as my swollen belly
once did. When I encounter the New Testament
passages on birth, I find echoes of my own blizzard and a description of the storm that is my
faith. The hope-and the writhing-of spiritual
birth are mine to claim.
Jesus himself spoke of an ordeal as painful as
childbirth when he prepared the disciples for his
arrest and crucifixion. In the form of a metaphor,
he warned them of events that would challenge
their faith and change their life:

Jesus arrested and crucified, they felt the pangs
that eventually would bring forth new life. It must
have seemed a stillbirth at first, until they beheld
the risen Lord three days later.
This birthing metaphor applies not only to the
disciples. Jesus' teachings also are meant to benefit
later Christians, myself included. His metaphor
describes, in vivid imagery, what will happen in
my own life as I wait for his return. It tells me that,
like the disciples, I will be in labor. What is more, I
will be in labor for Jesus. In the terms of the meta-

When a woman is giving birth, she has
sorrow because her hour has come, but
when she has delivered the baby, she no
longer remembers the anguish, for joy
that a human being has been born into
the world. So also you have sorrow now,
but I will see you again and your hearts
will rejoice, and no one will take your joy
from you. (John 16:21-22)

phor, he is the one I will see when I am delivered.
He is the new life I expect, the child who will turn
my sorrow to joy. The metaphor makes the story
of my faith a birth story, one that tells the tale of
my struggle to bring forth Jesus in my life-to bear
him in my words, my actions, my innermost heart.
I approach the implications ofJesus' metaphor
with some fear and trembling, for I remember
what it is like to be a birthing woman. I rem emher the spasms and the writhing, the gritting of
teeth and the pain. I remember the unglamorous image I presented as I made sounds I did not
know could escape my lips. This painful indignity
I must accept in my spiritual birth. I must endure
it if my faith is to grow-ifJesus is to grow and be
born in me. I can escape my travail no more than
any woman about to deliver, no more than I could
when I took that harrowing ride to the hospital,
bearing down all the way.
The apostle Paul understood the necessityand the pain-of spiritual birth as expressed in
Jesus' metaphor. In the letters he wrote to the
churches he planted and nurtured, he defines

Although the disciples wished him to speak
"clearly and without figures of speech;' Jesus settles on the imagery of travail as the most apt way
to describe their experience of the crucifixiontheir fear and confusion, their intense sorrow and
anguish.
What did the disciples think, hearing themselves likened to a birthing woman? Did they
know what birth was like? Did they recall the violent metaphors from Isaiah-and tremble? They
did not seem to realize that they shortly would
experience what Jesus termed, metaphorically, a
kind oflabor. But labor they did. As they watched

From the Gospels to the Book
of Revelation, birth metaphors
punctuate the teachings of Jesus
and his followers, speaking of our
rebirth as Christians and our often
painful transformation into
the image of Christ.
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labor-our labor for the Lord-as an essential
task of the followers of Jesus. He also defines it as
a source of the many hardships that befall them in
this world. In his letter to the Romans, for example, Paul explicitly defines Christian suffering
in terms of childbirth. He begins with a cosmic
image that seems, at first, to relate only distantly
to our experience. "For we know that the whole
creation has been groaning together as in the
pains of childbirth until now;' he writes (Romans
8:22). The creation groans because it desperately
awaits renewal. It travails-and has been travailing for some time-until Jesus returns to redeem
it.
Paul then gets personal. We read that in
laboring for its future glory, the creation labors
alongside us. It waits for us-the sons and daughters of God-to give birth, too. After speaking of
the groaning creation, Paul continues: ''And not
only the creation, but we ourselves, who have
the first fruits of the Spirit, groan inwardly as we
wait eagerly for adoption as sons, the redemption
of our bodies" (Romans 8:23). We-the Roman
church and those of us who await Jesus' coming
today-experience the same pain that creation
does. That is, we experience the pain of labor.
Paul takes up the metaphor that Jesus used for the
disciples, applying it to all followers of Christ. We
are, he says, birthing mothers.
At first, Paul's account of Christian suffering
may not seem to warrant the force of a birthing
metaphor. In the passage quoted above, he says
that we groan while waiting-waiting for our
adoption as sons and daughters, waiting to be
redeemed, waiting, in other words, for Jesus to
return so that we may be made perfect before God.
Waiting might require perseverance and strength
of character, but we generally do not think of it
as a forceful activity. In the context of childbirth,
however, waiting involves a good deal of exertion. When I gave birth to my daughter, "waiting"
produced spasms that wracked my body, causing me to writhe, groan, and emit other sounds
that certainly could be categorized as "forceful:'
Inactivity lasted but a few moments. The rest was
hard work-it was labor.
That Paul associated this labor of "waiting"
with labor for Jesus is suggested by his letter to
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the church in Galatia. Expressing concern that
the Galatians were about to exchange the freedom of Christ for the chains of slavery-that they
might lose the life they labored to bear-he calls
them "my little children, for whom I am again in
the anguish of childbirth until Christ is formed
in you!" (Galatians 4:19). This passage boasts a
double birth. Paul himself labors for the church
in Galatia, and at the same time he acts as a midwife to help the church birth the image of Christ.
As with Paul's "little children;' so with me. As
I wait for Jesus, I am anything but passive. I labor
to give birth to Christ in my heart and my life. I
strive to carry him forth into the world. To do so, I
must change and grow, as I did during my physical
pregnancy; I must become nearly unrecognizable
to myself. Unlike the nation of Israel in the passages from Isaiah, I do not labor in vain; I know
the child whom I expect. But it is still a lengthy
and exhausting travail. If my labor for my daughter was a blizzard, bearing Jesus is a storm of even
greater magnitude. It is a mile-wide tornado that
sweeps through my life of would-be complacency
and destroys all that I have before setting me
down, none too gingerly, to begin anew. To birth
a savior is daily to endure this storm. No wonder
Paul says that I groan.
could not brave this storm if the one for
whom I labor did not first labor for me. Jesus
must be not only the firstborn among many
sons and daughters, as Paul writes later in the
passage from Romans quoted above. He also
must precede them as a mother. Peter, one of
the disciples who heard himself compared to a
birthing woman, evidently considered his own
pangs to be in imitation of Jesus. Following the
descent of the Holy Spirit, Peter preached about
the supremacy of Christ, proclaiming, "God
raised him up, having loosed the birth pangs of
death, because it was not possible for him to be
held by it" (Acts 2:24) . I quote from a translation
by Margaret Hammer, who argues that the word
"pain" or "pangs" used in most versions is more
accurately rendered "birth pangs" (Hammer
1994, 64). The meaning of the verse does not
change with this translation. Instead, its sense
is heightened. Through his labor on the cross,

I

Jesus opened the dark and narrow passage to life.
Acting as a midwife, God delivered him-loosed
his pangs-so that the womb opened and the
world could be born anew.
When we think of birth in connection with
Jesus, we usually turn to the familiar nativity passages in the Gospel of Luke, the ones that tell of
the coming of an infant savior. Peter's sermon,
however, suggests that Jesus himself is a birthing mother. This idea became rich fodder for the
devotional writings of medieval theologians and
mystics, who liked to reflect on Jesus' birth story.
Their work helps us to visualize the cross as a bed
of labor. The eleventh-century bishop and theologian Anselm of Canterbury, for example, wrote a
"Prayer to St. Paul;' in which he approaches Paul
as an intercessor and, drawing on the passage in
Galatians mentioned above, calls him an affectionate mother "in labour for her sons:' He sees
Paul's motherhood as an echo of Jesus' own:
Truly, Lord, you are a mother;
for both they who are in labour
and they who are brought forth
are accepted by you.
You have died more than they, that they
may labour to bear.
It is by your death that they have been
born,
for if you had not been in labour,
you could not have borne death;
and if you had not died, you would not
have brought forth.
For, longing to bear sons into life,
you tasted of death,
and by dying you begot them.
(The Prayers and Meditations ofSt. Anselm
1973, 153)

Anselm here plays on the unusual connection
between death and birth first made by Peter in the
book of Acts. His prayer recalls the Old Testament
metaphors of childbirth, in which death and
destruction loom large. On a more prosaic level, it
brings to mind the risks of childbirth that always
have existed for mothers-sometimes, a woman
dies in bringing forth her child. It is, or used to
be, one of a woman's greatest fears. Jesus himself

took on this fear. In accepting the humility of the
cross, he accepted the humility of death in childbirth. He is the ultimate mother, dying so that his
children might live.
For details on Jesus' difficult birth, we must
turn to a later writer of the church, the Carthusian
prioress and mystic, Marguerite d'Oingt. In the
early fourteenth century, Marguerite wrote A
Page of Meditations, in which she reflects upon a
vision of the Lord she received during mass. In the
course of her meditation, she considers a numher of names for Jesus, and, when she comes to
the Passion, settles, like Anselm, on the name of

Jesus himself took on the fear
of childbirth. In accepting
the humility of the cross, he
accepted the humility of death
in childbirth. He is the ultimate
mother, dying so that his
children might live.
mother. But Anselm's poetic restraint falls away in
Marguerite's meditation as she cries out to Jesus,
commiserating with him on his long, thirty-threeyear labor:
Are you not my mother and more than
mother? The mother who bore me labored
at my birth for one day or one night, but
you, my sweet and lovely Lord, were in
pain for me not just one day, but you were
in labor for more than thirty years. Oh,
sweet and lovely Lord, how bitterly were
you in labor for me all through your life!
But when the time approached where you
had to give birth, the labor was such that
your holy sweat was like drops of blood
which poured out of your body onto
the ground. (The Writings of Margaret of
Oingt 1990, 31)
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When she imagines the moment of birth,
Marguerite transforms the more common meditation on the wounds of Christ into the retelling
of a particularly dramatic birth story:
Oh, Sweet Lord Jesus Christ, who ever
saw any mother suffer such a birth! But
when the hour of the birth came you were
placed on the hard bed of the cross where
you could not move or turn around or
stretch your limbs as someone who suffers such great pain should be able to do;
and seeing this, they stretched you out
and fixed you with nails and you were so
stretched that there was no bone left that
could still have been disjointed, and your
nerves and all your veins were broken.
And surely it was no wonder that your
veins were broken when you gave birth to
the world all in one day. (The Writings of
Margaret of Oingt 1990, 31)
In birthing the world, Jesus gives new life to
all who live therein. He gives them salvation.
Marguerite pictures this extraordinary birth
using details that many women might recognize.
Sweat. Blood. Shot nerves. Broken veins. She even
invites us to imagine Jesus lying on a bed as a
woman might, as I did, for part of her labor. It
might stretch the devotional imagination to picture Jesus lying prostrate in labor, yet Marguerite
insists upon it. She does not say that Jesus' suffering was like a woman's travail. In her mind, Jesus
is a mother, one who had to go through what any
mother must.
Marguerite's reflection finds a visual counterpart in the Ebstorf Map, the largest surviving
world map from the Middle Ages. The Ebstorf
Map pictures the known world around the year
1300 and places Jerusalem, where Jesus was crucified and resurrected, at the center of the earth.
But this map presents more than a picture of
the created world. It shows the creation birthed.
At the map's circumference, Jesus' head, arms,
and feet are visible; the world itself has become
his body. To my mind, this is also a pregnant
body, swollen with new life. And at its center lies
Jerusalem, which, in the Middle Ages, frequently
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was referred to as the navel of the earth. From this
life-giving navel, Jesus births the world. He is a
fellow mother and mother to us all.
confess that during childbirth, I did not think
about Jesus' motherhood. I was too overcome
by the fury of the blizzard. But I think about it
now. In the storm of my faith, I remember Jesus'
birth story. I recall that he was caught in his own
storm, as Marguerite's description makes clear.
Even the weather participated in the dramathe sky darkened during the final hours of Jesus'
travail, just as the darkness of abandonment and
death overcame him. Jesus and I share a storm.
We labor together-he to bear me, I to bear his
image to the world.
To bear Jesus-to bear the pain of his coming-! model my birth story on his. The anguish
of Jesus' birth I already know, or at least a shadow
of it. I know it when I fight with my flesh to bring
Jesus to life in me. I know it when I struggle to
live the pronouncement that I must decrease so
that he may increase. I know it, finally, when the
storm rips through my being and I drop to my
knees, begging God to relieve me of what seems
an endless labor-as Jesus did before his impending travail on the cross.
But this anguish is only half my-and Jesus'story. The tale cannot be truncated, but it has a
turning point. I think again of what Jesus told
the disciples: "When a woman is giving birth,
she has sorrow because her hour has come, but
when she has delivered the baby, she no longer
remembers the anguish, for joy that a human
being has been born into the world" (John 16:21).
Speaking these words shortly before his arrest in
the garden, Jesus almost could be referring to his
own work on the crass-in the words of Peter,
Anselm, and Marguerite, his impending birth.
Perhaps, in asserting that a mother's pain turns to
joy, Jesus offered himself what comfort he could.
He needed comfort-but we also know, of course,
that his birth story ends well. Although he passed
through the storm, he came out on the other side,
into life. This knowledge comforts me as I live
out my own story. It reminds me to cling to the
promise of life, to the hope of joy. It encourages
me to look to the day I will no longer remember
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the anguish; as rendered in other translations, the
day I will "forget:'
This is the very promise that a laboring
mother most needs to hear. Yet in the throes of
childbirth, it is not an easy one to grasp. It was
not easy in my journey to the hospital, the pain
all but eclipsing my husband's encouraging shouts
of, "We're almost there!" And it is not easy now,
in my journey of faith. As I struggle to become
the mother Jesus wants me to be, I live in the
moment of "almost there;' a moment fraught with

tension and a terrible yearning for release. In this
moment, I long to forget.
Fortunately, the aftermath of my harrowing
ride through the blizzard gave me some experience at forgetting. In fact, I remember my moment
of forgetfulness well. The storm had spent its fury,
and so had my body. Outside my window glittered fields of white that closed schools and kept
much of the hospital staff on triple overtime. But
I had eyes only for the issue of my own storm: a
slippery body that so recently had emerged from
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my own, a pair of deep blue eyes seeking out my
voice, a small, wet mouth nuzzling my skin. I
saw, and held, new life. And in this life, I caught a
glimpse of the end of the birth story I am writing
with Jesus. As he promised, it is full of joy-the
joy of new life, the joy of standing before God and
proclaiming, "I forget!"
As a fellow mother, Jesus knows this joy. The
Ebstorf Map, the same image that alludes to Jesus'
pregnancy and labor, also shows the resolution of
his travail. Jesus not only births the world. He also
appears to hold it, his arms wrapped around it, his
hands grasping it as a mother would her new creation. As if to reinforce this gesture, an inscription
by Christ's left hand reads, "He holds the earth in
his hand:' The map presents a picture of the future:
the world is redeemed, the creation made new. It
groans no longer, and neither does Jesus. He is the
savior who endured birth on the cross for the joy
set before him.
The Ebstorf Map also pictures my own labor
resolved, as surely as does the hospital snapshot of
my newborn child. For I am one of the creatures of
the world gathered in the arms ofJesus. I am one of
the redeemed. The end of my birth story has been
written-it speaks of pangs loosed and storms
becalmed. It promises that I will be delivered! As I
travail, I hold on to this image, this promise. I follow Jesus my mother into the labor that gives way
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to new life. For this life, I will embrace birth. I am
a woman whose hour has come . ..;-

Lisa Deam is a writer and art historian who
lives in Valparaiso, Indiana.
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LISTENING TO GRACE
READ IN SPANISH
It's too complicated to explain why
I am here, sitting at this classroom
table across from Grace, who is
reading a story aloud in Spanish.
I am neither student nor teacher
in this class, and I do not know much
Spanish, but I do know Grace
and several other students in this
room, all of them fixed on the Spanish
text before them, all of them either
relieved to have read aloud already
or anxious, knowing it will soon be
their turn. But now we are listening
to Grace, feeling the low lull of her
gray sweats, relaxed by the loose
pull of her ponytail, the sweet lick
oflips, the calm of it all belied by
the rumor of a tremor in her voice,
a shyness in the face of certain Spanish
syllables, the motions of an old peace
set aquiver by some fragile, foreign
ghost. I remember as I listen to
the Spanish to ponder what the story
is about, then let it go, that kind
of knowing so beside the point, so
small beside the larger wonder
of this wavering voice of Grace.

Mary M. Brown
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public affairs

The '~rab Spring" and Immanuel Kant
Thoughts on the Conditions for Perpetual Peace
H. David Baer

I

N THE YEAR 1795, TOWARD THE END OF HIS

life, the great philosopher Immanuel Kant
published a small pamphlet bearing the
grand title Toward Perpetual Peace. Despite its
size, the little book has exerted considerable
influence on subsequent political reflection.
Kant identified a series of articles necessary for
the condition of enduring peace, each of which
merits consideration, although contemporary
thinkers have focused particularly on two of the
definitive articles, namely: 1) The civil constitution of every state should be republican, and,
2) International right shall be based on the federalism of free states. The first article calls for
representative government, what today we call
liberal democracy. The second article might be
read as foreshadowing an institution like the
United Nations, although Kant himself is not
very specific. What he calls a federation might
also be conceived more simply as a juridical
relationship among states bound together by a
common commitment to international law.
In any case, much of the argument of
Perpetual Peace, viewed from the perspective
of more than two-hundred-years' hindsight,
has proved enormously prescient. The regime
of international law has expanded over the centuries and is enforced-albeit imperfectly-by
various international organizations resembling
Kant's federation of states, including the United
Nations. Even more striking, the spread of liberal democracy appears to bear a relationship to
the spread of international peace. As the political
theorist Michael Doyle has argued, liberal states,
while prepared to wage war against nonliberal
states, are unlikely to wage war against each
other (Ways of War and Peace, W. W. Norton,
1996). The spread of democracy (in Kant's time
the only two republican governments were in
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America and France) has been accompanied
by the expansion of a "pacific liberal union"a loose association of liberal democratic states,
which, both for internal structural reasons and
for reasons of coinciding national interests,
do not wage war against each other. Thus, the
cause of establishing international peace appears
related to, indeed dependent upon, the spread of
liberal democracy.
This liberal Kantian argument entered my
mind more than once as I watched unfold what
many are calling the ''Arab Spring"-the wave
of popular uprisings against autocratic regimes
in North Africa and the Middle East. These
uprisings represent a movement toward more
representative government and, therefore, if
the Kantian thesis is true, a movement toward
a more stable and enduring peace in that troubled region of the world. Naturally, the United
States should welcome such developments; they
hold open the prospect of expanding the liberal
pacific union which already exists in much of the
Western Hemisphere. And, indeed, the United
States has welcomed the developments-to a
point, that is, but not completely. In Egypt, democratic protestors were protesting against the
authoritarian regime oflong-time US ally Hosni
Mubarak. In Bahrain, where the US has a naval
base, popular uprisings have caused concern in
the State Department. In short, the response to
democratic aspirations in North Africa and the
Middle East has been ambivalent. That ambivalence should puzzle us, at least if we accept the
Kantian thesis about liberal peace.
I suggest the source of ambivalence lies in
conflicting strategic objectives in the region. In
the first place, the United States is committed to
fostering representative democracy in the Middle
East and North Africa, because it believes the

spread of democracy will create conditions for a
stable regional peace. That is, the US approaches
the region with something like a Kantian liberal commitment. That commitment, moreover,
is reasonable. Genuinely representative governments are unlikely to wage war with each
other and the spread of real democracy in the
Middle East and Africa would further the cause
of peace. Second, however, the United States is
committed to maintaining stability in the region.
Stability means preserving the status quo, and
this means forming alliances with existing autocratic regimes, provided they are friendly toward
the US. The commitment to stability thus undercuts the commitment to democracy and the
prospects for a lasting peace. Hence the puzzle:
why should the United States seek to preserve
an undemocratic status quo when its long-term
national interests are best served by the expansion of a liberal pacific union?
I can think of at least three practical considerations behind American support for the
undemocratic status quo in the Middle East and
North Africa:
1) Dependence on foreign oil. The US economy depends on oil, much of which is found in
this part of the world in countries with autocratic
governments. Even if we do not like those governments, a stable political order helps to ensure
an uninterrupted flow of oil. Thus we prefer the
autocratic stability we know to the uncertainty
and risk that would necessarily accompany
the democratic transformation of repressive
regimes.
2) Concern about global terrorism and
political Islam. The US fears democratic governments in the Middle East would afford greater
freedom of action to political Islamists who hate
America and support global terrorism. US governments deem that autocratic and repressive
regimes often make better allies in the war on
terror than governments representing the will
of their people. Of course, this political calculation itself is puzzling, because it is premised
on the un- Kantian judgment that representative governments are likely to be less friendly to
the United States than autocratic regimes. Why
would this be, since the United States is a lib-

eral democracy with an interest in the spread of
a liberal pacific union? The answer, I think, has
something to do with the next consideration.
3) The US relationship with Israel. Israel
is a key US ally, but it stands in an adversarial
and precarious relationship vis-a-vis most of its
neighbors. This means Israel's security is served
by weakening its neighbors and also, oddly
enough, by preserving the status quo. A wave
of democratic revolutions in the region would
bring instability that might unsettle the brittle

The goal of establishing a liberal
peace in the Middle East must
be the final objective of
United States foreign policy.

political order on which Israel's current security is built. So an important factor behind the
close US relationship with Hosni Mubarak was
a desire to protect the Egyptian-Israeli peace
treaty of 1979, and now that Mubarak is gone
that status of that treaty has become uncertain.
Again, however, this state of affairs is puzzling from the perspective of Kantian liberalism.
Representative democracies exist in peace with
each other. Why would a democratic Egypt be
less, rather than more, likely to establish friendly
relations with Israel? Part ofthe answer is clearly
related to Israeli occupation of the West Bank
and Gaza strip, an occupation which compromises Israel's character as a representative
government in the Kantian sense. Palestinians
living in the territories occupied by Israel lack
the kind of political self-determination necessary for authentic representative government.
Thus, for example, Palestinians lack basic control
over their own territory, the integrity of which
is violated by Israeli settlements built deep into
Palestinian land, protected by a wall, again built
by Israelis, but on Palestinian land in a way that
partitions Palestinian villages. Travel within the
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occupied territories is restricted by the Israelis in
ways which, coupled with the Israeli acquisition
and partition of Palestinian land, undermine
the economic viability of any autonomous
Palestinian state. Thus, even assuming the liberal
Kantian thesis as true, the emergence of representative democracies in countries neighboring
Israel would not necessarily lead to peaceful
relations with Israel. The establishment of a liberal pacific union in the Middle East is probably
impossible without a democratic solution to the
Palestinian problem. So long as that problem
remains unsolved, the US alliance with Israel
will entail some cost both to its democratic ideals and its credibility.
Clearly these practical considerations bear
more directly on the shape of US foreign policy
in the region than the distant goal of establishing a liberal peace. Perhaps that is how it should
be. Politics deals with reality, and the reality
of the Middle East is more complicated than
a philosopher's dream. Nevertheless, the goal
of establishing a liberal peace in the Middle
East must be the final objective of US foreign
policy. Consequently, decisions made on the
basis of practical considerations such as I mentioned earlier inevitably involve compromising
on the long-term goal for US foreign policy.
Compromises are necessary in politics, but intelligent compromises need to be conceived within
the framework of an overarching strategy. The
challenge for US policy in the Middle East is to
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find a way to organize the competing strategic
interests such as to mitigate conflict between
them. Thus, for example, insofar as US dependence on foreign oil is a factor behind its
support for repressive autocratic regimes, developing a national energy policy that reduced such
dependence might strengthen the ability of the
United States to support democratic change. Or
again, without calling into question the crucial
importance of Israel as a US ally, it seems reasonable to define the value of that alliance in
terms of its relationship to our broader interests
in the region, rather than treating the US-Israeli
alliance as the axiomatic starting point for US
policy in the region. To be sure, the precise way
to adjudicate between conflicting strategic interests is a matter for public deliberation as well as
specific political decisions. Nevertheless, a more
explicit recognition of the ways in which US
strategic objectives can stand in conflict would
likely lead to a more carefully constructed and
coherent foreign policy in a very complicated
region of the world. t

H. David Baer is Associate Professor of
Theology and Philosophy at Texas Lutheran
University.

What Happens in Kansas City ...
David Lott

T

HEY SAY THAT WHAT HAPPENS IN VEGAS,

stays in Vegas. I make no such promises
about Kansas City, Missouri. Kansas City
is where I attended my first academic meetings
as a publishing professional in 1991, the annual
joint meeting of the American Academy of
Religion and the Society of Biblical Literature.
In those days, the publishing company I worked
for customarily rented a suite in the convention
hotel, ostensibly to meet with authors about book
projects. But the larger purpose of the suite was
as a sort of hospitality suite for Lutheran elders
in biblical studies and theology, who gathered
there each afternoon and evening to partake of
our open bar, smoke, and talk shop.
This particular year, we hosted a lateafternoon reception in the suite honoring the
contributors to a new, ground-breaking work
on African-American biblical criticism. Most
of the honorees were teetotalers, so our primary
refreshments were soft drinks, with a few partaking of beer or wine. At 5:00, the usual Lutheran
cohort of middle-aged white men showed up,
unaware of the special event taking place. The
first thing they noticed was the absence of hard
liquor, and they scoured the kitchenette to find
their beloved bottles of gin and scotch. It was
only then that they seemed to notice that something different was going on around them.
One author with whom I had worked frequently strolled over to me, scotch and soda in
hand, and said with dismay, "Who are all these
black people; anyway, David?" When I explained
that they were contributors to our new book,
he looked askance and sneered, "Well, they
aren't serious scholars, are they?" Trying to hide
my shock, I pointed out an eminent AfricanAmerican scholar across the room, to which he
remarked, "Oh, he's quite good. I never would

have guessed that he's black:' Fortunately, he
and the others decided to leave before they had
a chance to ask our African-American guests to
refresh their drinks for them.
Such unabashed racism was as shocking in
1991 as it is in 2011, but we would be mistaken
to think that it's a remnant of a less-enlightened
time. African-American scholars still tell me
that they feel pressure to prove themselves as
"serious" scholars and to adopt a style of writing that is unnatural for them because it sounds
more "academic:' Even as books in AfricanAmerican studies have grown in numbers, their
authors still fight against an attitude of "essentialism;' which suggests that there is a single,
uniform black perspective, rather than a diversity of views among African-American thinkers.
One of the most disturbing aspects of the
first two years of Barack Obama's presidency has
been the way that both overt and coded racist
remarks about him have been not just whispered
behind his back, but used openly, even proudly,
to express disdain for his policies and to gain
political advantage. Some of the Tea Party ralliers this past year hoisted signs that made
pointed remarks about his race and his Kenyan
background, sometimes using images of monkeys and apes to make their points. Indeed, the
"birther" movement, which asserted that Obama
was not born a US citizen, and thus is unqualified to be president, seemed to be predicated on
racist grounds. Various public officials around
the country have come under fire for using
similar offensive racial imagery to criticize the
president. And even former House speaker and
current Republican presidential candidate Newt
Gingrich has called Obama "the most successful
food-stamp president in history;' and declared,
"the Obama system is going to lead us down the
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path to Detroit and destruction" -comments
that many have heard as coded racism.
As distressing as this sort of racism is, the
growing tension over difference in American
society today seems to be breaking more along
ideological divides than along many of the old
racial, ethnic, and gender lines. Hardliners
among Tea Party conservatives refuse any sort
of compromise on the issues on which they

The growing tension over
difference in American society
today seems to be breaking more
along ideological divides than
along many of the old racial,
ethnic, and gender lines.

advocate and feel free to demonize other conservatives who work cooperatively with more
moderate politicians. Foreign-policy battles are
fought between so-called idealists and realists,
as if the two visions are somehow irreconcilable
or utterly incompatible. Even some peace activists I know have found themselves condemned
within their movements for speaking sympathetically of interventionist measures in Libya or
appreciatively of Defense Department members.
Despite these differences, there are some
encouraging signs of growing tolerance of
groups once scorned or of ideological lines being
bridged. The revocation of "Don't ask, don't tell"
restrictions on gays and lesbians in the military
had wide popular support, and several recent
polls indicate that the majority of Americans
support same-sex marriage. Even as states such
as Arizona enact draconian immigration policies, there has been a vibrant pushback against
such measures in many quarters.
But the tension nevertheless remains, and
it cannot be reduced to an easy Left-Right,
liberal-conservative split. Progressives often
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pride themselves on their self-declared compassion for persons on the margins of life and for
their embrace of tolerance. But a closer look suggests that many of us who identify as progressive
or liberal are quite selective about exactly which
margins we are willing to attend to and that our
tolerance actually does know limits. There are
people in our midst who are still considered
fair game for scorn, ridicule, or marginalization, sometimes due to factors of race or class,
sometimes for not holding to strict ideological
standards.
A case in point is the response to the elation
that followed the announcement of the killing of Osama bin Laden. Here in Washington,
many people rushed to rally in celebration at
the White House; similar gatherings occurred at
Ground Zero in New York City and in other locations around the country. Almost immediately,
many self-identified progressives responded
online with disgust and dismay over the cheering crowds, declaring that rejoicing in the death
of another is "unbiblical;' and that such displays
reflected badly on the country. This immediate
rush to judgment upon the revelers, however,
seemed driven more by liberal ambivalence over
the entire aftermath of 9/11 than by an effort to
understand what was driving the celebrations.
This sort of pooh-poohing of public emotion
served the powers of division more than the powers of unity: it was its own sort of "us vs. them"
statement, of the sophisticated and sober over
against the ignorant and bloodthirsty. Nowhere
to be found was an effort among liberals to consider how this sort of emotion and energy might
be tapped into for the causes of peace and reconciliation. Instead, an event that had the potential
to be transformative served not only to reinforce
old boundaries, but to build new ones that shut
out those who might be powerful allies for progressive interests.
Similarly, the prediction of the Rapture on
May 21, and its subsequent failure to occur,
brought out some of the worst in progressives,
particularly in religious progressives, who used
it as an opportunity to mock others whose
beliefs are in fact marginal and to adopt a holierthan-thou stance. A close look at those who were

embracing this prediction of the end of the world
by radio host Harold Camping reveals that many
of these people live on the edges of life-sometimes unemployed, divorced, estranged from
families, sick in body or mind. Yes, we say that
we love those on the margins, but you can bet
that we're more than willing to be selective about
what those margins are, particularly when their
beliefs seem so extreme. Presumably these disappointed rapturists do not have any overt death
wishes. But how many of us stopped to think of
what one's life must be like to make the end of
the world seem like the best hope available?
And, let's face it, there are millions of
Christians around the world who do in fact
believe in this sort of day of judgment, but who
are far more reluctant to put a date certain on it
in the way that Harold Camping and many other
false prophets before him have. And that hope in
such a judgment drives many of these believers
into the civic arena to influence national policy
on Israel, Palestine, and other dimensions of
Middle East relations, to stop climate-change
legislation, to shape family-planning policy (and
not just on abortion), to fashion other publicpolicy issues in ways that reflect their belief in an
imminent, but unpredictable, end of the world.
As tragic as some of Camping's followers have
been, these other, more covert, rapturists are far
more dangerous to our common life.
Wherever we fall on the political and religious spectrum, we can be reasonably assured
that we have certain peccadilloes of which we
are unaware or loath to admit, tendencies to
use difference in divisive ways. As much as we
want to think that we are more enlightened than

those who came before us-less racist, more tolerant-we can always be caught off-guard by an
attitude of bias or superiority that threatens to
tear the social fabric. Depending on your perspective, those elder Lutheran academics may
seem like either an anomaly or exactly what is to
be expected of people from that generation and
background. But we are all susceptible to walking into a group and asking, either out loud or
silently, "Who are all these people, anyway? They
surely can't be serious!"
Hubert Humphrey once said that the right
to be heard does not automatically include the
right to be taken seriously. Wise words those,
but words that we should take with caution, for
we may very easily find ourselves to be the ones
heard but not taken seriously. Living together
in civil society does demand that we listen to
one another with humility, and that we not let
ideology rob us-or others-of our humanity.
Remember: patting oneself on the back is not
exactly the most graceful of postures. That's an
unflattering picture that cannot stay secret for
long, in Kansas City, in Vegas, or anywhere else
in the society of tolerance and hope that we are
forming together. t

David Lott is a religious book editor and
a graduate of St. Olaf College and Luther
Seminary. He lives in Washington, DC, where
he does freelance editing and writing.
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ADVISING SESSION
When you greet him, he drops
his backpack as if it were something else
entirely-a platter too hot to carry,
a shovelful of dirt. He pauses
so long you think he will just ignore
your Hey, so how are you? Then he says

Not so good.
He wears his lean back like a dark shawl,
his eyes frayed like fringe. You
know more than you should
about him, though not
enough. Once you wondered
if he might hurt himself.
He's been broken-justly or
unjustly-no one knows
the difference, least of all he.
You do not know how long
you have waited when he surprises you.

I had to put my dog down today.
Though you are relieved to know
this grief has a name, you cannot
bring yourself to ask
what the dog was called,
even its sex. You ask only

What kind? How old?
You had not known
he had a dog, a chocolate lab,
his pet since he was six.
But he is talking now, the young man fresh
from death, telling you he always
knew it would
be hard to lose the dog,
but-to have to decide
to put the old dog down:

It felt like I had to be God.

Mary M. Brown
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Down in the Valley
J.D. Buhl

"H ,

ERE S A SONG THAT ALMOST EVERYONE

knows some of the words to:' Such
hopeful introductions appear through-

out Albert E. Brumley's America's Memory Valley
("Contents: A Collection of old-tyme songs,
pictures and song history"). This little booklet,
published in Camdenton, Missouri in 1992, asks
the modern-tyme reader to "call to mind a time
of our forefathers when life was simple but hard,
when work seemed never ending, but how people
still managed to gather together for times of recreation, socializing and spiritual nourishment.
From these gatherings emerged songs about
mother, home, heaven and even songs about their
work:'
Apparently Rosanne Cash, eldest daughter of
walking music repository Johnny Cash, was not
among the "almost-everyone" who could "recall
some of the treasured songs of our early pioneers:'
Right after high school, Rosanne jumped on the
tour bus with her old man and started living the
country music life, but Johnny was dismayed by
her lack of familiarity with many of the songs he
held dear. So Johnny decided to write down the
titles of what he considered to be "l 00 Essential
Country Songs:' Rosanne reflected recently that
"... he could have called it '100 Essential American
Songs: because he included history songs, protest
songs, early folk songs, Delta Blues, gospel, Texas
swing, and standards that simply defy genre:'
"The List:' as it came to be known, would suggest
songs and sources of inspiration for the whole
of Rosanne's career, culminating when Rosanne
and husband John Leventhal selected twelve
songs from the list for her 2009 release, The List
(Manhattan Records).
In the liner notes, Rosanne admits, "I was so
steeped in the rock and pop music of my time
that I did not understand the vital importance

of the songs that were my musical genealogy:' If
a musically-inclined child of a recording industry legend in 1973 could somehow miss those
songs of mother, home, heaven, and work, how
much more ignorant must "almost everyone" be
today when music no longer just enhances social,
spiritual, and recreational gatherings but permeates every soundtrack-ready moment of our
self-absorbed lives. Walking through America's
Memory Valley, one gets the feeling that it was
the gatherings that mattered, and the music that
made them memorable; today such gatherings are
unnecessary-unless they involve alcohol-for
the music has taken their place.
That Rosanne Cash's "musical genealogy" was
scrawled out spontaneously between gigs and
not inculcated over years of instructional parenting and watching her iconic father in action
may surprise us, but in her short piece "My Dad
Johnny Cash" (in Cash, Crown Archetype 2004),
she describes a more subtle inheritance. ''All my
memories of him:' she concludes after sketches of
the man teaching his kids to water-ski, cranking
an old-fashioned ice cream maker for hours, and
burning his hands repeatedly putting on a home
fireworks display, "have those qualities of silence,
patience, love and stoicism." What Rosanne and
the rest of Cash's children received as a birthright
was "an immense universe of ideas, of sound,
beauty, mystery, love, pain and rhythm:' the same
universe that "Daddy" had already set the example of exploring with his own "wide-open mind:'
Meanwhile, Cash assures those who purchase her album, "I have held onto this List for
35 years:' In her heart this is surely true, but the
good daughter has not held on to the actual document, according to Michael Streissguth's Always
Been There: Rosanne Cash, The List, and the Spirit
of Southern Music (Da Capo 2009). The Johnny

Cash biographer's book follows her from the
early days in Nashville through the recent recording of The List. By page 187 (of 202), "Johnny
Cash's list is nowhere to be found:' By this time,
its physical presence is no longer important; it
is the search for it and its myriad meanings and
applications that comes to be the guiding inspiration for Streissguth's chronicle. It is The List's
ability to engender artistic responsibility, even in
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its absence, that is so striking as Rosanne finally
begins the project those closest to her have been
patiently waiting on for decades.
Even dimly remembered, The List brings
healing and closure. "I actually feel really close to
my dad making this record;' she tells Streissguth.
She recounts how, two months before he died,
so much resolution took place between father
and daughter simply in singing together "Forty
Shades of Green" that "it would have been redun-

dant and kind of cheap to talk about it:' She shares
with her father an "obsession with songs;' but not
necessarily the same ones. Referring to what she
remembers of her father's original list, "there are
some [songs] that I do feel the same intensity
about, and then I have my own separate list that
maybe he wouldn't feel the same way about:'
Rosanne describes a photograph taken that
day of the spontaneous duet. They sat in two large
armchairs, she looking down and John looking off
in the distance. "In our faces you could see that
we both knew, you know:' She writes of how all
of Johnny Cash's thoughts, feelings, and actions,
"every moment of every day;' were underscored
by "the Rhythm:' When the man was onstage
this "perpetual engine" found its full expression,
but it was there "even in the mundane or sleepy
moments, having lunch, watching television,
driving a car, staring into space:' Her dad would
hum and twitch and with head, hands, and feet
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beat out a tempo "that seemed to originate in his
very cells:' Cash was a man "bound and liberated
by rhythm:'
It is this Rhythm that Rosanne chose for her
own binding and loosing, her own bodily and
spiritual way to be in this world. Others have
theirs, just as we all have our own separate lists
of essential songs about which our loved ones
might not feel the same. Perhaps The List holds
out hope that one day "almost everyone" really
will know some of the words. But in a postmodern age, can we think of anything as essential
anymore? Who knows if teenagers today would
not-much to their surprise-include selections from Johnny Cash's history songs, protest
songs, early folk songs, Delta Blues, gospel,
Texas swing, and standards in their own list of
essential American songs? It's not likely. We can
no longer take for granted that kids know all or
even some of "The Blue Tail Fly" or "Amazing
Grace:' We cannot guess with much confidence
that they have sung a verse or two of "We Shall
Overcome" or "Follow the Drinking Gourd:'
Would they jump at the chance to make fun of
"Oh! Susanna'' with a banjo on their knee? We
can only hope that many of them watched Jamie
Foxx in the 2004 film Ray sing "Take These
Chains from My Heart;' a song Rosanne gives a
particularly soulful performance on The List. In
the 2010 film The Runaways, Kristen Stewart as
a Gibson-wielding Joan Jett displays first impatience, then contempt for a middle-aged guitar
teacher who asks her to play "Red River Valley"
on an acoustic instrument. She was after Rock 'n'
Roll, not singing cowboy songs, and she did not
see the connection between the two.
It's likely that fifth-grade girls in push-up bras
and skinny jeans will not be long engaged singing
"Jimmy crack corn and I don't care:' The "I don't
care" part they can dig, but Jimmy what? The rock
and pop music to day's kids are steeped in consists of songs about mothers revered for guidance
given but not followed (think Tupac); homes broken, left, ignored, or false (think "Irreplaceable");
and a heaven found only in the eyes or between
the thighs of a lover. With a few rare exceptions,
you can forget about work. Nobody gets rich from
having a job.

Of course, Brumley's and Johnny's music dealt
with some of the same themes, but those qualities
of silence, patience, love, and stoicism were once
passed on in the songs of the pioneers. "I cannot
count the times;' Rosanne writes of her father,
that "I heard him say, 'Children, you can choose
love or hate. I choose love:" How many children
today know that they have that choice? Popular
music today often makes that choice-and many
others-for us.
The search today should be for songs that
make that choice clear and illustrate the power to
choose. Such songs are to be lived, not just sung.
Cash describes her father as more real, whole,
and "alive to the subtleties of this world and the
worlds beyond" than anyone she's ever known
or heard of. She saw in her father a demeanor
that she considers the very definition of integrity: "He was willing to live with the weight of his
own pain ... without making anyone else pay for

it:' While some of her and Leventhal's selections
are weepers ("She's Got You;' "Heartaches by the
Number"), others such as "Motherless Children"
and "''m Mavin' On" demonstrate this determination.
Rosanne ends her "My Dad" piece by remembering something a friend told her. "Your parents
keep teaching you even after they are gone:' The
same is true of songs. While we may never know
what titles went down on Johnny's list that day,
what matters now is what titles make our own
lists, and through our influence, example, and
wide-open minds, the lists of others. ·~

J. D. Buhl , who has written about music for
The Cresset since 2002, wishes to thank his
friend Susan Ong for inspiring this piece.

THE EROTIC
I am a lock.
Your name is
a silver key
that I carry
folded in my
breath (exactly
as a childdevoted and
shy and
already hearing
the first music
that will open himcarries a coin
to church
in a bright
silk handkerchief).

James Owens
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The Blessed Meek: A Modest Bestiary
David Sedaris's Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk
Elizabeth Burow-Fiak

S

EASONAL WORK AS

AN ELF IN MACY'S

SantaLand, frustrated attempts as a performance artist, the childhood of a gay baby
boomer in the Raleigh, North Carolina, suburbs,
and the rudeness of travelers are all well-known
fare in the writings of essayist and darling of public radio, David Sedaris. But his latest work marks
a significant departure from his first-person
accounts of menial jobs, precocious siblings and
abrasive-yet-sage parents, the difficulties of learning a new language, and the often grizzled cast
of teachers, neighbors, and bosses with whom he
has interacted. Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk: A Modest
Bestiary (Little, Brown and Co. 2010) takes the
form of sixteen brief, illustrated stories, each in the
third person, and each one featuring, exclusively,
the characters of animals. Falling into none of the
genres that a book of animal tales might typically
suggest, the book in many ways defies categorization. It is notably dark in the cruelty it portrays of
its very human-like animal protagonists, but the
darkness is belied by the sometimes-whimsical
illustrations of children's author and illustrator Ian
Falconer. Further, although delightfully spoken in
Sedaris's recognizable voice, the jokes sometimes
fall flat in the absence of the self-deprecating humor
for which the author is known. Yet despite all in
the volume that troubles, Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk
demonstrates an awareness, however secular, that
has evolved in some of the author's earlier work of
what it means to be blessed in the midst of cruelty
and misery.
To this day, Sedaris's best-known work is his
essay "SantaLand Diaries;' documenting his work
as an elf in Macy's SantaLand when, at age thirtythree, he was particularly in need of work. His
reading from the diaries in 1992 on NPR's Morning
Edition is the second-most requested recording
from that show, second only-at least, according
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to the re-broadcast four years later on Ira Glass's
This American Life-to coverage of the death of
sportscaster Red Barber, also in 1992. With student
loans due, no other job offers in that recession year,
and even after failing the drug test-"My urine had
roaches and stems floating in it;' Sedaris writesthe 5 foot 5-inch tall Sedaris was hired. "SantaLand
Diaries" have become a perennial favorite for anyone who can relate to degrading work, seeks out
large doses of irony, or has experienced the winter
holidays as less than perfect.
Like Sedaris's account of his underemployment
as an elf, the stories in Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk
certainly draw laughs, but these stories stand out
mostly as dark: darker than the most sobering
moments in "SantaLand Diaries" or in any of his
essay collections since. They are so dark, in fact,
that reviewers have gone out of their way to note
that the stories are not for children. This observation is not because of the book's vocabulary, which,
as in all of Sedaris's essays, features words that he
cannot read on radio or television. Neither is it
entirely because of any sexual content, for example
in the story "The Parenting Storks;' which tells of
two mother storks who debate the true origin of
babies. They come from mice, asserts the unenlightened mother, who learned as much, she says,
from "some guy I've been having sex with'' (54).
Hoping to set her unenlightened sister straight, the
protagonist stork convinces her sister to tell her
own son a harmless lie about children really being
the product of sex: just enough to "tide him over
until he's old enough to grasp that whole magicmouse concept" (54). Content that honesty is the
best policy, she then rails at her own daughter for
her selfishness in being hungry, claiming that the
attitude stems from her father's self-centeredness
as a lover, since she was, after all, conceived without mutual orgasm.

The horror at a parent's inability to recognize
a child's innocence is not new to Sedaris's work: it
appears, for example, in the report in "SantaLand
Diaries" of a child who is coached by a parent in the
following dialogue:
"All right, Jason. Tell Santa what you
want. Tell him what you want:'
Jason said, "I.... want... Prokton
and ... Gamble to ... stop animal testing:'
The mother said, "Procter, Jason, that's
Procter and Gamble. And what do they
do to animals? Do they torture animals,
Jason? Is that what they do?"
Jason said, Yes, they torture. He was
probably six years old. (30)
More than because of any sexual references, the
stork and other stories' darkness-their expressions of hate and selfishness and cruel poetic justice
in a world very like our own-make them most
unsuitable for children.
Another story notable for its darkness is
"The Migrating Warblers:' in which a migratory
bird entertains her feathered friends with tales of
her and her husband's annual trip to Guatemala.
Complaining that she had had to learn Spanish"Every year, like clockwork, here we come by the
tens of thousands-but do you think any of these
Spanish-speaking birds have bothered to learn
English?"-she explicates her mistake in meaning
to ask for horseflies, but instead asking for head
flies (10). Continuing to her mystified listeners,
who think she has already reached the punch line,
she tells of being led to a field of, "like, three hundred heads rotting in the afternoon sun. Each one
with about fifty flies on it. And I mean huge, the
size of bumblebees" (11). Reassuring her horrified
listeners that "they weren't bird heads;' but rather,
the heads of humans, the macabre detail leads to
her denoument: her mistakenly making a sexual
innuendo as she complains about the smell of the
makeshift graveyard.
Sedaris has claimed in an interview with the
Daily Show's Jon Stewart that he has not called
these stories fables because they do not have morals, but surely stories like this one do. The warblers
epitomize, of course, Ugly Americans who expect

people worldwide to speak English. The story even
features a poignant line about culture shock, which
Sedaris-who has moved to Paris, among other
places, with his partner Hugh Hamrick-might
have experienced: "rather than uniting you and
your mate, the strangeness of another culture only
made you feel more separate, more despicable and

Little, Brown and Company, 2010

alone" (12). Yet surely the story's lesson is not in
this or in the punch line for which the polite bird
listeners are searching, but rather in the all-too-real
specter of the mass graves that have only recently
been exhumed in Guatemala. How disturbing and,
possibly, familiar the portrait of Americans so
focused on our own comfort that we are not even
curious about the inhabitants-or tragedies-of
the countries in which we are guests.
It is no criticism, of course, that this book is
not for children; nowhere does Sedaris suggest that
it is or that any of his writings are so pitched. So
why clarify that these stories are not for the young?
It is not simply that the tales resemble those of
Aesop, which have been standard fare for children
since the Middle Ages, in which they were used
to teach schoolboys Latin. Neither is it that they
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feature illustrations or animal protagonists. Art
Spiegelman's Pulitzer prize-winning graphic novel
Maus (1986) has famously demonstrated how animal protagonists can tell an adult story-in this
case, his father's survival of the Nazi Holocaustwith nuance and pathos. One reason, however, to
dispel the idea that Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk might
be for children is the illustrations' recognizable
similarity to Ian Falconer's wildly popular Olivia
books.
Yet it does not take long to notice that the subject
of many of the illustrations, much less the content of the stories, is not for children. Illustrations
include, for example, a bear who, in trying to secure
unwarranted sympathy for her mother's death, ends
up as a circus bear complete with muzzle, broken
teeth, and mange. Another shows a sanctimonious
lab rat who faults those, such as her companion
dying of pancreatic cancer, for causing their illness
through a lack of positive thinking. Unbeknownst
to her, the gloved hand is about to inject her with
the AIDS virus. A third shows a sheep who, tricked
by a crow, has allowed her ewe's eyes to be pecked
out. No wonder Entertainment Weekly, although
viewing the book positively, claims it is not for children "unless, perhaps, your child is a tiny, sadistic
Quentin Tarantino in training:'
Of course, darkness pervades in other of
Sedaris's writings, but this darkness is often lightened with a self-critical humor that is key to what
makes many of Sedaris's essays work best-and
the absence of which makes some of the stories in
Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk fall short. For example,
"Dinah, the Christmas Whore;' from Holidays on
Ice (1997), recounts Sedaris's teenaged sister Lisa's
attempt to rescue, from a domestic dispute, a former
prostitute with whom she works at her after-school
job. The punch line for him and his siblings is the
thrill of peppering Dinah with questions, sure that
in the banality of the suburbs, theirs is the only
house harboring such an exciting secret. "Which
do you like better;' Sedaris reports his now-famous
comedian sister Amy as asking, "... spending the
night with strange guys or working in a cafeteria?
What were the prison guards really like? Do you
ever carry a weapon? How much do you charge if
somebody just wants a spanking?" (87). "One at a
time, one at a time;' he reports his mother as inter46
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jecting, "Give her a second to answer" (87). Part of
the fun, though, is the joke on Sedaris's hot-headed
father, Lou; their mother hides Dinah's presence
in their house from him by saying that they are
discussing his Christmas present. This masterful
give-and-take, couched in well-placed dialogue,
appears even in Sedaris's least satisfying writings.
At his best, the joke, is also, at least in part, on himself
Consider, for example, "Twelve Moments in
the Life of the Artist" from Me Talk Pretty One Day
(2000), which recounts Sedaris's dual discovery in
his college years of methamphetamines and performance art. Having a "piece" of literal garbage that
he has catalogued and layered into wooden crates
accepted at a local juried exhibit-his friends' proposals, he reports, to "set fire to the grand staircase
or sculpt the governor's head out of human feces"
had all been rejected-Sedaris is emboldened to
participate with the same friends in performance
pieces involving, for no particular reason, the slicing of pineapples, ripping apart of sock monkeys,
and cutting of his own hair (48). Although torturous to his mother-'1\re you trying to punish me
for something?" she later asks-the piece becomes
a success to the audience when his own father
begins heckling him and the audience thinks it is
part of the plan (50).
This is only one example from many, many
more, in which Sedaris recounts his foibles. He
struggles, in wonderfully translated broken
French, to explain Easter to a Moroccan student.
He cannot stand, yet cannot avoid seeking out, his
annoying New York neighbor, bonding with her
over soap operas and stories of others' rudeness,
only to be disappointed by her rude dismissals of
him. He learns to loathe himself when teachers
imitate those they call "queers and fairies" and
is goaded by a speech therapist into losing his
lisp. Hired, finally, to teach writing without being
trained to do so, he is challenged by his students,
for whom he had been using One Life to Live episodes all semester as a course text. Replying that
he is the only one in the room paid to be there,
he unites them in laughter after revealing the tiny
amount he is paid. These trips and falls are rich,
and they are simply less possible in animal tales
reported in the third person, which feel more

like the rudeness of airport travelers or Macy's
shoppers minus the punch line that elf or fellow
traveler Sedaris can be just as awful.
Certainly, as Sedaris has stated, his tales do not
contain fables' moral structure. Fables link folly
succinctly to consequence. Listen to flatterers, the
story of the fox and the crow communicates, and
flatterers will take your cheese. Work hard when
food is plentiful, the story of the ants and the grasshopper tells us, and you will have goods stored up
for the winter. Asking nicely works best, the fable
illustrates with the story of the wind and the sun
wagering on who can best make a man remove his
coat. So in Sedaris's collection, in which the good
are brutalized, contract horrible diseases, or end up
as holiday dinner, why, as Charles Mahoney asks
in the New York University student newspaper, be
good at all? Sedaris's evil characters, Mahoney's
review rightly observes, are almost universally
miserable, whereas the sick, the faithful, and the
hunted-the turkey who takes pains not to alarm
the other farm animals with his imminent butchering; the owl who finds true friendship in helping
a hippo learn about the parasites in her digestive tract-"seem to get the most pleasure out of
life:' Blessed, indeed, in the world of this wickedly

funny set of tales, are the weak and the sorrowful,
just as, in the world of Sedaris's essays, blessed are
the underemployed, the language learners, the bullied, and sometimes, those who take themselves a
little too seriously.
In a rare, non-ironic moment, Sedaris told
Binghamton University's class of 2009 about finding just this sort of blessedness in the ability to
write in the midst of sorrow and disappointment.
The writing he had begun in his college writing
courses, he states, "was enough to sustain me:
when the loan companies started calling, when
my mother died, when I dressed in the velvet costume and reported for work in the department
store SantaLand:' Sedaris's writing blesses those
who read it as well, whether expressed in the firstperson memoir through which he has forged his
reputation, or in the tales of the squirrel, the owl,
and the turkey on whom, however painful their
stories, we and their creator smile. T

Elizabeth Burow-Fiak is Associate Professor
of English at Valparaiso University.
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EDGE
At midnight, when I hear scrabbling in the rafters
and headlights swing across our bedroom wall,
I think it must be you, your message fluting
down my rising, falling breath
and then this morning you blare red red red
from the trumpet of the hibiscus
though your notes are nothing
I can make clear no matter what vowels I use.
Listen, you forgot your shoes. What shall I do
with your rings and bracelets? You changed your mind
and took off, like a woman who paints her kitchen red
then sells it, leaving no address except Beyond
the Edge. Soon more of my favorite people will be there
than here. The brass weight on the doctor's scale
slides toward the tipping point.
God being God you'd think he'd weigh enough,
we wouldn't need to load heaven up with husbands,
children, parents, to want to go there.
But we get such scant news from that country,
so once in a while I venture to the edge,
trying to stitch two worlds together, learning
how much of what goes on we can't see.
How scientists have learned that mice sing.
They do. But in a range
too high for the human ear.

Jeanne Murray Walker
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A Reluctant Revisionist
A . Trevor Sutton

I

T WAS 6:00 ON A WEDNESDAY EVENING, AND

I was teaching my catechism class as usual;
however, things were different that evening.
My students were unusually interested in the evening's lesson on the Reformation. They listened as
I explained the practice of selling indulgences and
the advent of the printing press. They oddly hung
on my words as I told stories of excommunication
and the Diet of Worms. There was an audible sigh
of relief when I told them that Luther and Tyndale
had translated Scripture into the vernacular.
Still, a confession needs to be made-in the
course of my ninety-minute lecture I failed to
mention a few important things. I breezed over
the thousands of revolutionaries that rioted in
churches during the Peasants' Revolt. I left out the
whole part about Anabaptists being drowned on
account of their baptism beliefs. I made Luther's
scatological jokes appear as harmless as a child's
knock-knock joke. I deemed the Thirty Years' War
a brief skirmish of little consequence.
It was not with any malice that I neglected the
darker sides of the Reformation. I like to think of it
as a sin of omission.
I will admit that I revised some bits of the historical record. I admit that I left out some of the bad
parts of the Reformation. I simply did not have it in
me to dash the hopes of these fragile minds with
such negativity. For over an hour, these students
had thwarted their pubescent urges and focused on
something larger than themselves or Facebook. In
an age of Twitter and Skype, they had been mildly
captivated by stories of Hus and Tyndale. Hearing
about Luther and Campeggio duking it out made
them momentarily forget about what they were
recording on TiVo. For a split second, thoughts
about acne and the opposite sex had been supplanted by thoughts about church history. I was
not going to rob my students-or myself-of that

precious moment, nor did I know how to explain
to angry parents why I had taught their twelve year
olds about drowning Baptists.
Later that evening I pondered what I had done.
I thought of something a boisterous Greek professor once told me. When the class accused him of
lying about certain grammatical rules, he told us,
"In order to teach a language, you must be able to
lie with a straight face:' His pithy little statement
contains a serious truth. Every language has exceptions to the rules; nevertheless, it is better to learn
the rules first and the exceptions to those rules second. Students must learn regular verbs before they
take on the task of learning irregular verbs.
This was the same rationale that I used when
I left out all the messy parts of the Protestant
Reformation. I wanted my students to see the proverbial forest despite the trees. I wanted them to
learn the positive outcomes of the Reformation
before they learned the negative aftermath. I
wanted to pass on the general consensus of the
Reformation. Either way, I can sleep at night knowing that some college professor will come by and
straighten them out eventually.
In fact, I am the product of this same didactic method. In fifth grade, I was taught that the
American Civil War was fought on the moral
grounds of stomping out slavery. The thought that
soldiers fought because of deeply held convictions
made history come alive for me. As an imaginative ten year old, I assumed that every solider in
the Union ranks was as adamant an abolitionist as
John Brown himself. I later found out that the war
transpired amid less inspiring factors, namely economic tension and cotton. My teacher had revised
the historical record here and there, and I came out
unscathed.
I take solace knowing that I am in the company ofboisterous Greek professors and my former
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grade school teachers. I know that my motives were
pure; I omitted parts of history in the hope that
my students would walk away appreciating part
of church history. I simply wanted them to take an
interest in this sliver of their church's lineage.
Still, I cannot get over the feeling that I had
committed a crime of sorts; at least it felt criminal to leave out intentionally the nastier parts of
Reformation history. That evening, twenty-three
blank slates sat trustingly in my classroom waiting for me to imprint my knowledge into their
malleable brains. For many of my students, it was
the first time they had seriously considered the
Reformation. I was the one making the crucial
first strokes on these soft tabulae rasae. The crime
that I committed that evening was imprinting my
version of Reformation history on these young
thinkers. Everything that I presented to them was
ostensibly true, but I knew all too well the moves
that I was making. I knew exactly when I was stepping over a pile of Luther's scatological humor. I
knew precisely when and why I was hopping over
part of the historical record.
My assessment of the Reformation is that it
was a much needed step forward for the church;
however, I recognize that many of my brothers
and sisters in other corners of the church would
disagree with me. At the very moment I was presenting the Reformation as a glorious event in
history, another group of students was receiving
precisely the opposite lesson.
The question at hand is one that has been
asked before: Could I have presented anything
other than my own version of history? S0ren
Kierkegaard, himself a product of Lutheran catechism classes, would likely say that my crime of
historical bias was unavoidable; fully separating
the self from the object is impossible. In the same
manner, a Lutheran pastor presenting a completely unbiased rendition of the Reformation is
equally impossible. Certainly Kierkegaard does
not let me off the hook entirely, but it makes me
feel better to know that he saw personal filters as
inevitable to humanity.
Presenting a biased historical record that is
fraught with tactical omissions is one thing; is
that somehow different from presenting a historical record that is fraught with additions?
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I omitted part of history; others like to add to
history. Not too long ago, the Virginia historian
Thomas P. Lowry added something to history with
a stroke of his pen. Over a decade ago, Lowry was
alone in the National Archives working with some
historical documents when he noticed something
tempting. By changing the date on a presidential
pardon from "April 14, 1864" to read "April 14,
1865;' Lowry could claim it as the last official act
performed by Lincoln before his assassination.
Seeking recognition from his historian buddies,
Lowry forged the document and claimed to be
the discoverer of this relic from America's past.
Fortunately, a decade after he did it, the ink addition that Mr. Lowry added to Lincoln's pardon
began looking a bit suspect. He was left with no
other option but to admit his forgery.
Adding to history for personal gain-even if
it only takes three millimeters of ink-is the work
of scoundrels. Mr. Lowry was looking for prestige and fame; I was just looking for students that
were eager to receive their communal history. The
communal history that my students received was
what their parents had signed them up for. Like
me, these parents saw Luther as the champion of
the Reformation. Otherwise, they would not have
signed their children up to be in a Lutheran catechism class.
It is easy to agree that there is something
wrong with adding to or removing from the historical record. It is much harder to agree on the
public responsibility one has in teaching a communal history to young students. What is certain is
this: teachers of history have an obligation to honesty. That honesty will probably not take the shape
of complete and utter disclosure of all historical
events. Rather, the honesty that is required in passing on a communal history is of a personal nature.
Teachers of history must honestly decipher their
motives and intentions. It is impossible not to taint
the lesson with personal opinion and emotion, but
it is possible to perceive when those opinions and
emotions are impinging on the integrity of the lesson. t

A. Trevor Sutton is a student at Concordia
Seminary in Saint Louis, Missouri.

The Art of the Philosophic Put-Down
Charles Taliaferro

0

VER THE PAST FEW YEARS,

I

HAVE

noticed a modest rise of unhelpful
accusations in print and in the classroom. This is probably because (among other
things) I teach a lot in philosophy of religion
and the public debate on God is not exactly
brimming over with respect. To take three
examples: In Breaking the Spell (Viking 2006),
Daniel Dennett describes theology as tennis
without the net; Richard Dawkins describes
God as a merciless, egocentric bastard, in a
book with the affable title, Th e God Delusion
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 2006); Alister
McGrath writes a reply with a similarly insulting title, The Dawkins Delusion? (Intervarsity
2007), and the rudeness is not limited to controversy over God. In an Oxford University
Press anthology in environmental ethics, there
is reference to "ass-kissing, [and] sucking up .. :'
The problem with these charges and this kind of
language is that all the charges can be reversed.
One may counter: Dawkins is an egocentric
bastard, and Dennett talking about consciousness is like tennis without the net. As with
Jeremy Bentham's colorful castigation of the
belief in human rights as "nonsense on stilts;'
we do not learn anything, but instead merely
pave the way for ill will in return. I will suggest
ways in which we might insult and accuse each
other in a more helpful manner, but first I offer
a brief portrait of a recent exchange.
In a seminar on Middle Eastern (mostly
Islamic) philosophy this term, which included
a modest look at Christianity, a discussion on
why atheists (the new ones) are angry about
theism and theists spilled over into the following sequence. Sebastian, a student in the
seminar, sent the class an angry atheist website. The website was highly critical of Mother

Teresa. Oliver replied: ''I'm finding it hard
to imagine anyone would endorse her criticism of Mother Teresa. That part, at least, was
ridiculous. But thanks for the article!" Which
prompted Isabel to email: "There's actually a
good bit of evidence that Mother Teresa took a
great deal of money from the Sisters of Charity
and that her nuns didn't give adequate medical
care to the people in India they were supposed
to be helping because they believe that suffering is an important part of religious experience.
I'm not sure if this is just a conspiracy theory or
not, but there are definitely allegations that she
in fact hurt most of the people she claimed to
help:' This led Imogen to reply: "Given that the
city of Calcutta shut down when she died, and
that shops, schools, and offices closed as millions of Christians and Hindus mourned her
death, I seriously doubt that the people of India
really feel abused by Mother Teresa's work. Also,
it is ridiculous to claim that she stole money
from the Sisters of Charity. Every single sister
of charity takes a vow of poverty, and therefore
they have NO money or possessions besides the
clothes on their backs." Arthur clarified matters
with a Wikipedia report that the accusation was
that Mother Teresa had accepted two suspect
donations: one from the Duvalier family and
one from Charles Keating. Isabel then thanked
Arthur for the clarification and offered a modest, "I didn't phrase that [original email] very
well" reply.
Interestingly, just before this event, we were
discussing a tenth century ethical work on the
refinement of character, and this had prompted
Helen to remark that she thought hatred was
good: "All this stress on love is boring. Hate has
energy:' "So does anger;' Sebastian noted with
a great smile. I did not take this personally,
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but I made a mental note not to recommend
that Helen read my creative nonfiction book
entitled Love, Love, Love (Cowley 2006) after
my father's last words to me before he died. In
any event, I think that if we had all been just
a tad more loving (even if we never use the
word "love"; perhaps love between professors
and students is the "love that dare not speak
its name"), the above exchange about Mother
Teresa could have gone a bit more smoothly.
But I shall keep this essay less ambitious than
making a plea for love and limit it to a plea for
respectful insults and accusations.
Here are two philosophical put-downs
that are more admirable than those cited
at the outset. As it happens, I think both are
misplaced, but I respect them anyway. Gilbert
Ryle famously caricatured dualism in the philosophy of mind as the belief that a human
being is a ghost in a machine. Here is another:
Wittgenstein claimed that the belief in private
sensory experiences that are not open to public inspection is akin to the belief that everyone
has their own box with a beetle in it that only
they can see. Both are insults and accusations,
but they do a good job at rattling dualists (like
me) who might be in danger of believing that
the human person is or contains a spook and at
rattling those who defend sense-data (like me)
who might be in danger of an absurd sort of
skepticism. If I can't check others' sense data,
how do I know we are having similar sensory
experiences; maybe I've got a beetle and you
have a grasshopper!
Maybe I am too sensitive. About a month
ago I accidently (and for the first time) looked
at my profile on RateMyProfessor.com and
saw a line to the effect that I did not really like
anger (or something like that). I have actually defended the use of adversarial exchanges
in college teaching (in the journal Teaching
Philosophy), so I am not a total pedagogical
pacifist, but I do regularly (and sometimes
in print) defend friendship as the best model
between professor and students and among students. Of course, for professional reasons, the
professor-student friendship has to be rather
unofficial and not curry good grades as gifts,
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and so on, but acting as though we are friends
can sometimes be the best route to becoming
actually full friends upon their graduation. And
it can also prompt good Samaritanism in a seminar room or conference. I close with what, to
my mind, is an ideal example.
In the late 1980s I attended a philosophy
conference at the University of Notre Dame.
Eleonore Stump (University of St. Louis) was
giving a paper on the incarnation and faced
a rather serious objection. Maybe she was on
solid footing, but I smiled when David Lewis

I shall keep this essay less
ambitious than making a plea
for love and limit it to a plea for
respectful insults and accusations.
(who has since died, but was until his death a
prominent philosopher at Princeton University)
rose to the occasion: "I am an atheist, but if I
was a theist and believed in the incarnation, I
would ... :· And then he went on to do a little
theology on the level of professional tennis one
might see in a Roger Federer or Rafael Nadal
match. I am resolved to do likewise: I am a theist, but with both my student and colleague
atheists I am prepared to help out if they feel
like they are in a rough place philosophically. ..

Charles Taliaferro is Professor of Philosophy
at St. Olaf College. His most recent book
is The Image in Mind: Theism, Naturalism,
and the Imagination (Continuum 201 0),
co-authored with Jil Evans.

Holy Moments
Tom Willadsen

I

N THE BIBLE LAUGHTER IS OFTEN CONTRASTED

with tears. Ecclesiastes tells us that there is a
"time to weep and a time to laugh:' ["Turn,
turn, turn;' scholars agree, was inserted by a
later redactor.] In the New Testament Jesus said,
"Blessed are you who weep now, for you will
laugh:' For a long time, I have thought about the
similarity between laughter and tears. To put it
in a Tillichian sense, laughter and tears are not
opposites, but opposite ends of a polarity. In the
same way that strong individuals make strong
communities, strong emotion yields hearty
laughter and heart-cleansing weeping.
Anne Lamott calls laughter "carbonated holiness:' To continue the metaphor, one could call
tears "distilled holiness:' Last week I shared holy
tears and laughter with two members of my congregation. That these encounters took place mere
hours apart reminds me of why I love ministry.
Monday afternoon I visited Lois. Lois's husband of more than fifty-five years had died a few
days before, and I stopped by her condo to plan
the funeral. Lois wanted to do everything right,
and she had never been a widow before. She had
a lot of questions. For example, "Is it all right to
play 'Morning Has Broken' at the funeral?" The
funeral director could not find a recording in
his inventory. I went to the public library and
found two recordings: Cat Stevens's classic from
1972, and another by a singer named Daniel
O'Donnell. I played Cat Stevens and got a tepid
response. The instant Lois heard O'Donnell, she
said, "He's the one on Channel 38 when they're
asking for money! All the old ladies like me with
white hair like him!! " When I stopped laughing
I wrote that down verbatim. Carbonated holiness indeed.
Toward the end of my visit I asked about
what her husband liked to do: where was he

happiest? Planting strawberries and raspberries
brought him great joy she told me. He took great
pride in his flower garden. He would always
bring her gladiolas. It was the word "gladiolas"
that started her tears. For nearly ninety minutes
Lois had maintained her composure. She had
been numb to the depth of her sadness, until
remembering her husband's proud smile presenting flowers to her. This was another holy
moment for me. I have learned when to expect
them but am always surprised by what triggers
them. We sat together, crying quietly. This holiness was hardly carbonated, but it was profound.
My phone rang at home that evening. Lois's
friend Connie called me to suggest some Bible
passages for the funeral. Lois asked Connie to
make the call because Connie is more knowledgeable about the Bible than she is. Connie
suggested Romans 8, a passage I always use at
funerals, though I omit the verse about lambs
being slaughtered.
Connie also suggested
Lamentations 3:22-33. I have never preached
Lamentations at a funeral. It is an interesting
book. It is structured like an archery target. The
bulls-eye is this soaring passage,
The steadfast love of the Lord
never ceases,
his mercies never come to an end;
they are new every morning;
great is your faithfulness,
"The Lord is my portion;' says
my soul
"therefore I will hope in him:' [NRSV]
If you're going to use Lamentations, this is
exactly the part to lift up at a funeral. This
along with Paul's words to the Romans that the
love of Christ is stronger than anything-even
death. "Yes;' I assure Connie, "I can work with
these:'
Two days later, just before the service
Connie introduces herself, and I thank her again
for her suggestions. I finally get to speak to Lois
as we are about to begin. She tells me, "I still talk
to him." This is hardly surprising. Arnold has
been dead less than a week, and they have been
together since the Truman administration.
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"Bet you're getting the same response as
before;' I observe. After more than thirty years
at the foundry, Arnold was very hard of hearing.
We giggle together, sharing a little more carbonated holiness, before she sits in the front row.
Four hours later, when I am one mouse click
from heading home; a man knocks on my office
door. "Got a minute, pastor?"
"Sure, c'mon in, sit down!"
This man needs a Bible. We talk about his
struggles and disappointments. He cannot think
of anything that will bring him joy. We talk
about his childhood, his marriage, his kids, his
job. He's looking for a Bible Rx. Through the
course of our conversation, I think of passages I
want him to look at. Passages I hope he will read
slowly. Passages I suggest he sip like fine brandy.
We walk to the Sunday school room and I
get a Contemporary English Version for him.
There's a kid with a skateboard on the cover.
I write the day's date on the title page. Then
I write "Luke 15:11-32;' because he's the prodigal who has come to himself and has turned
toward home. I write "Psalm 139;' because there
is nowhere he can escape from God's care. He
suggests John 3:16, to which I shout, "It's up- it's
good!" We share a laugh, remembering the guy
in the rainbow wig who used to hold up signs at
football games.
Thinking back to that afternoon's funeral, I
turn to Lamentations 3. In the CEV the words
that precede the happy bulls-eye are these:
I am a joke to everyoneno one ever stops
making fun of me.
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God has turned my life sour.
He made me eat gravel
and rubbed me in the dirt.
I cannot find peace
or remember happiness.
Except for the part about gravel, this is practically a summary of what he has told me for the
last ninety minutes. I say, "Ooh, listen to this;'
when my eyes fall on those words. Then I read.
It is like looking into a mirror.
I watch his face as he hears these words. We
share an eerie laugh of recognition.
His pain is real.
And his tide has turned.
He thanks me. I thank him for his courage,
his honesty, for his willingness to say, "I don't
want to feel this way anymore:'
I am not the least bit surprised that the
Holy Spirit has found a way to connect Arnold,
the dead, proud grower of gladiolas; Connie,
Arnold's widow's attentive friend; scripture; me;
and this hurting man. This kind of thing happens all the time.
It is as real and holy as laughter and tears. -f

Tom Willadsen is pastor of First Presbyterian
Church in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
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American religious exceptionalism-that
America's experiment in voluntary religion has been a great blessing to America and the
world-are in for a cold shower when they read
Thomas Albert Howard's new book. Howard
recounts the opinions of a myriad of European
writers of the Left and Right who also believed
that American religion was exceptional-exceptionally bad.
Nearly everyone has an inkling that Europe
is a more secularized
civilization
than ours. And we
know of the contempt that some
Europeans
have
for the American
Tllll\L~~A LBERT llll\\IW
religious experiment, especially
for those political
leaders who seem to be its most obvious products.
Most of us are acquainted with the Marxist Left's
estimation of religion as the opiate of the people.
Some of us have had contact with vestiges of the old
elite of Europe who look down their noses at rough
and ready American religion. A few hours spent
in the Fellows' Rooms of Oxbridge colleges easily
give whiffs of such attitudes. Then, too, one doesn't
have to spend much time in Europe to run into an
everyday sort of secularism that finds it curious that
Americans actually attend church on Sunday mornings instead of playing tennis or going on an outing.

GOD ATLANTIC

Still, reading this massively-researched book is
an eye-opening experience. We did not know-or
at least this writer did not know-the tremendous literature churned out by Europeans in the
last three centuries that found American religion
despicable, if not worse. There is a strong precedent for the current attitudes of European elites
toward American religion. This book tells the story
in all its amazing
variety.
Goo AND THE ATLANTIC:
In his introduction, Howard
AMERICA, EUROPE, AND THE
notes how Ameri
RELIGIOUS DIVIDE.
cans have largely
Thomas Albert Howard
relied
on
the

Oxford University Press, 2011

Fren chm an
Alexis de Tocque272 pages
ville's perceptive
and appreciative$45.00
though criticalReviewed by
assessment of the
Robert Benne
role of religion
in early America.
Roanoke College
Our reliance on
de Tocqueville has
shielded us from majority European elite opinion. Howard says he will give a fuller story by
recounting quite contrary "narratives of both the
Right and the Left" in their negative assessment
of American religion. And does he ever, in sometimes excruciating detail.
The European Right was appalled at the fissiparous character of American Protestantism.
The proliferation of wild and wooly religious
"sects" seemed to undercut the unifying and sanctifying functions that the traditionalists of Europe
expected religion to play. Howard lets quite an
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array from this party speak for themselves-the
British Anglicans, the French Catholics, and especially the German traditionalists of both Catholic
and Protestant stripe.
Among this group there are some unhappy
surprises, unhappy because we thought these
worthies would have a higher assessment of us
Americans. The revered Samuel Johnson said:
"I am willing to love all mankind, except an
American" (32). The German poet Heinrich Heine

After reading the scores of
critiques from Right and Left,
one is tempted to proclaim a pox
on both their houses and upon
the European elite in general;
however, Howard does not allow
us such an easy escape.

described America as a "God-accursed land;' a
"monstrous prison of freedom, where ... the most
repulsive of all tyrants, the masses, practice their
vulgar dominion" (53). But first prize among the
European Rightists has to go to Martin Heidegger,
whose ruminations were offered within living
memory. He opined: "Bolshevism is only a variant
of Americanism .... Americanism is the most dangerous sense of boundlessness; it is utterly devoid
of any sense of history.. .. It is the still unfolding
and not yet full or completed metaphysical essence
of the emerging monstrousness of modern times"
(65). Ah, and what kettle is calling the pot black?
The narrative from the Left or "Secularist"
side carries a similar distaste for American religion, but this time not because of its irregular
vigor, but because it survives as a significant factor
at all. French social thought-Condorcet through
Saint-Simon to Comte-held that the state could
easily take the place of the church-particularly
in its French Catholic form - in the loyalties of
modern humans. Marxists thought it was far past
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the time for the socialist project to take the place
of the church's mission. America, with no serious
socialist movement, was particularly retrograde
with its religious vitality. The same was true of
the republican revolutionaries of 1848, who came
to this country after their revolutions failed in
Europe. The anti-clerical rationalism they held
dear was impeded by "a certain backwardness of
thought" (85).
Perhaps it is churlish to note that at the height
of nineteenth -century, elite criticism of America
and its religious arrangement, millions of ordinary Europeans were embarking from Europe to
America to seek a better life here. The vast majority of those immigrants found religious homes for
themselves in the very churches of which the critics were so contemptuous. What happens on the
ground may be quite different from what the elite
prefer.
Howard brings the secularist critique right up
to the present, with writers such as Salman Rush die
expressing their distaste for the "sheer weirdness
of the American citizenry" (133). Thus, the author
sees the current stream of European criticism as
continuous with a long-running "embedded hermeneutical proclivity which sustains a simmering
cultural ressentiment, which can be aggravated
by contemporary events and trends in American
society, even as it significantly predates them"
(114). Further, those American intellectuals who
still take their signals from the European elite
reflect similar attitudes on this side of the Atlantic.
After reading the scores of critiques from Right
and Left -and I have sketched only their barest
outlines, one is tempted to proclaim a pox on both
their houses and upon the European elite in general; however, Howard does not allow us such an
easy escape. He moves into extensive analyses of
Philip Schaff, the great Reformed theologian and
church historian, and Jacques Maritain, the famed
Catholic Thomist philosopher, both of whom,
though European born and bred, spent many years
in America and came to much more positive conelusions about the promise of American religion.
(It is interesting that the sharpest denunciations of
America and its religion came from intellectuals
who had never visited America. America seemed
to operate for them as a symbol of the dark side
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of all they cherished, whether or not they actuerudition and aplomb. It is clear that he is partial
ally encountered the empirical reality of what they
to the American scheme of religious liberty, but
feared in it.)
generally he lets the critics of Left and Right hoist
Both Schaff and Maritain came to appreciate
themselves on their own petards. One can imagthe American experiment with religious liberty,
ine a wry smile accompanying their over-the-top
even though they were much discomfitted by it
statements. He has given us a marvelous underin their early years in America. As they developed
standing of the historical sources of the great
their own appreciation for the American experiAtlantic rift. 1
ment, they became distraught at the
negative stance taken by their European
comrades and took up a spirited defense
A JOURNEY: MY
of the American religious project. Howard
gives ample space to careful exposition
POLITICAL LIFE
of their thought on these matters, an
Tony Blair
altogether happy antidote to the earlier
Alfred A. Knopf,
critiques.
2010
Howard ends his book with a number
of significant insights. The European elite,
720 pages
he suggests, has operated with certain
$35.00
fixed ideas about the relation of religion
and the state. One could call them eliches. These ideas posit a zero-sum game,
a dialectic of either/or: religion or the
state, each informed by radically different visions of the good. This dialectical
DECISION POINTS
model is projected onto America, which
George W. Bush
really doesn't fit it at all. Thus, such negative assessments, or, at best, puzzlements.
Crown, 2010
Rather, Howard, borrowing from the
512 pages
political theorist Hugh Hecla, suggests
$35.00
that American religion and American
society are more like "a double-stranded
helix spiraling through time, Christianity
and civil government were now both
freed from the old European dialectic of
yes/no, unity or chaos, and became two
maybes, moving together, each affecting
Reviewed by Todd C. Ream, John Wesley
the other" (197). I have called this interHonors College, Indiana Wesleyan University and
action "critical engagement" in my little
Cory M. Sprunger, Student Body President, Indiana
book Good and Bad Ways to Think about
Wesleyan University.
Religion and Politics (Eerdmans 2010),
which definitely moves along the lines of
ONY BLAIR AND GEORGE W BusH BOTH
the double helix.
came into office expecting to focus
Thomas A. Howard has written a remarkable
on domestic policy, and both prombook. Its roughly two hundred pages is suppleised in many ways to break away from the
mented by nearly fifty pages of notes. He has done
ideologies defining their political parties in
a herculean job of research on the many writthe past. Blair was the standard bearer for a
ers he examines and handles their thought with
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Blair (Alfred A. Knopf 2010) and Decision Points
for Bush (Crown 2010)-domestic policy was
not primarily what brought these two individuals together. Instead, international relations and,
in particular, what became known as the "War
on Terror" forged their relationship. Details concerning the September 11 attacks, the invasion
of Afghanistan, and the eventual invasion of Iraq
dominate the pages of both these works. While
their discussions of these events alone make
their memoirs worthwhile reads, the role of
each man's unique religious faith and ideIn an effort to cast their stories from their alism in their lives makes for fascinating
reading, especially when the two memoirs
own perspectives, and in a more gracious are read side-by-side.
Political memoirs have proven insightlight, the authors of political memoirs
ful reading for generations of readers. In
an effort to cast their stories from their
often justify their most important
own perspectives, and in a more gracious
decisions by reframing them in broader
light, their authors often justify their most
decisions by reframing them
terms or by revealing favorable details to important
in broader terms or by revealing favorable
details to which few were privy at
which few were privy at the time.
the time. The well-known controversies
of their presidencies find a central role in
the plots of these recollections, but they
are
often
crowded out by less politically charged
looking, internationalist and committed to free
reminiscing and story-telling. Such revelations
and open trade, not an outdated and misguided
help former heads of state move public opinion
narrow nationalism" (1 01-102).
beyond a single issue that otherwise might define
George Bush saw his own role as reinterprettheir legacies. In the end, both Bush and Blair use
ing some of the Republican Party's long-held
comparable strategies in their own memoirs.
beliefs in the context of a globalized society. On
one hand, he argued "The free market provided
Along these lines, part of what makes Blair's
the fairest way to allocate resources. Lower taxes
memoir unique is how he talks about individual human striving. Blair talks about his father
rewarded hard work and encouraged risk takstriving to move his family into a higher social
ing, which spurred job creation. Eliminating
class (10) and about himself striving to launch
barriers to trade created new export markets for
his own career as a young man while "pushing
American producers and more choices for our
consumers" (38). On the other hand, he sought
and striving and driving" (33). He closes the
memoir by observing that what young Israelis
to make good on a campaign pledge to reflect the
and Palestinians most have in common is that
ideals of compassionate conservativism. Bush
thus sought to support a host of social service
"... they are striving for the same fulfillment and
chance to do well" (682). At one point, Blair even
efforts through the establishment of the Office
writes,
"... the anxiety, the ambitions that have to
of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives and
be fulfilled, the dreams you know will be dashed,
educational reforms through the No Child Left
so much striving .. . That's the purpose of life: to
Behind Act.
However, as becomes clear in their respecstrive" (565). If Blair's views on domestic policy
tive memoirs-A Journey: My Political Life for
seem out of place in the Labour Party, the roots of
modernized Labour movement. The slogan "New
Labour, New Britain;' coined by his colleague
Alastair Campbell, became one of Blair's most
cherished mantras. For Blair, a first step in modernizing the Labour Party was repealing Clause
IV of its Constitution, a clause calling for "state
ownership of 'the means of production, distribution, and exchange"' (87). Blair wanted to lead a
party and government willing to "be outward-
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1
these beliefs can be traced back to these attitudes,
which he describes as his hatred for class but his
love for aspiration. While this theme is woven in
throughout the course of his book, Blair never
fully unpacks what he means by human striving. As a result, we are left to wonder whether
this understanding of human striving is akin to a
Nietzschean will to power or to his willingness to
be one, like Jacob and the people of Israel, who
strives with God.
Blair offers a host of details concerning his
efforts to stand "shoulder to shoulder" with Bush
and thus Britain with the United States. He offers
that he learned to have a genuine appreciation
for Bush as a person, and at one point he goes so
far as to refer to Bush as an "idealist" (507)-not
a label often used by Americans to describe him.
However, Blair's relationship with Bush appears
to have been born of pragmatics as much as
anything else. He recognized the United States
as the sole superpower amongst any number of
possible emerging superpowers such as China,
India, and Brazil. As a result, Blair contends "that
the alliance between our two nations was a vital
strategic interest and, as far as I was concerned, a
vital strategic asset for Britain" (400).
Blair's religious convictions are hardly front
and center in this book. For example, no explicit
details are offered concerning his eventual conversion to Catholicism. In addition, only scant
details appear concerning the establishment of
the Tony Blair Faith Foundation. Yet, several of
the most critical matters of international relations with which Blair dealt during his time as
Prime Minister were driven, in part or whole,
by religious convictions. One needs to look no
further than Northern Ireland, Kosovo, and
Afghanistan, for prime examples of places where
religion played a critical role. Blair is keenly
aware of the extent to which human conflict is
driven by religious conflict, and he sees the chief
opponent in the War on Terror as an extremist ideology that is "... not born of a desire for
military domination ... [but] born of a world
view based on belief in God's wiU:' Success in
Afghanistan, Blair argues, "... doesn't begin on
the battlefield, it begins in the school. It starts
not with talk of military weapons, but with talk
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of religion." In the end, he pleads, "We need a
religious counter-attack, not just a political or
military one" (666).
Those unfamiliar with British politics likely
will find Blair's candid remarks concerning his
successor as Prime Minister, Gordon Brown,
to be somewhat surprising. Convinced Brown's
ascendency to Prime Minister would signal an
end to New Labour and thus to his vision of New
Britain, Blair appeared unwilling to yield leadership. Perhaps Blair's belief that the purpose of life
is striving, led him to succumb to the challenge
many leaders face when forced to recognize that
the time has come to relinquish the mantle of
power.
Just over two months after Blair published A
Journey, Bush published Decision Points, a title
that indicates an attempt to portray his memoir
as outside the stream of presidential memoirs.
Bush writes that in contrast to other memoirs, "I
have told the story of my time in the White House
by focusing on the most important part of the
job: making decisions" (xi). While the mechanics of this memoir may be different, the purpose
and spirit is quite similar to previous efforts.
Bush claims the two purposes of his memoir are
to "paint a picture" (xi) of his eight years and to
"give readers a perspective on decision making
in a complex environment" (xii). Decision Points
is thus written in a casual, conversational style.
The language is direct and down to earth, much
like the language one might use to tell a neighbor a good story while sitting out on the front
porch. This language stands in stark contrast to
the more sophisticated language found in Blair's
contribution, which seems geared more toward
individuals with a keen interest in the details of
policy making. One could surmise that the tone
and style of the two books seems reflective of the
authors' oral styles.
Of the fourteen chapters in Decision Points,
six focus either on the events of September 11,
2001, or the United States' reaction to those
events. When referring to the fact that the United
States has not witnessed a terrorist attack since
September 11, 2001, Bush contends, "If I had to
summarize my most meaningful accomplishment as president in one sentence, that would
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be it" (181). The other major decisions concern
domestic policy decisions or more personal
issues like his decisions to quit drinking and to
run for public offices or how he built his leadership teams.
While it is no surprise that Bush comes
across as a man of strong faith, perhaps the surprise comes in just how often and plainly he
refers to his faith as a primary factor and point
of influence during his presidency. While he frequently invokes the ideals of freedom and liberty,
he also carefully notes why those ideals were so
highly valued. In the end, he saw them as in the
self-interest of the United States as well as reflections of his fundamental beliefs. For Bush, "The
freedom agenda, as I called the fourth prong, was
both idealistic and realistic. It was idealistic in
that freedom is a universal gift from Almighty
God. It was realistic because freedom is the most
practical way to protect our country in the long
run" (397). In summary, he argues '1\merica's
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vital interest and our deepest beliefs are now
one" (397).
Both Blair and Bush indicate that they left
office with a deep sense that there was considerable work yet to be done. The war in Afghanistan
(and arguably Iraq) is still being waged. Blair left
office prior to the global recession that emerged
in the fall of 2008, and Bush left office just as
efforts to stop the bleeding inflicted by that
monumental challenge were initiated. Blair now
spends much of his time working with his previously mentioned foundation. One outgrowth
of these efforts is the partnership he formed
with Miroslav Volf to establish the Faith and
Globalization Initiative at Yale University. Bush
is establishing the George W Bush Presidential
Center on the campus of Southern Methodist
University. Historians now have the opportunity
to begin coming to terms with the unique legacies left at the intersection of Downing Street and
Pennsylvania Avenue. t
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book that has become a modern classic, Let
Us Now Praise Famous Men. It deals with
three tenant families in rural Alabama-poor
people, living such bare lives that Agee is able
to describe every single obj~ct that they come in
daily contact with. At one point he even lists the
items in the bottom of a dresser drawer: The two
parts of a broken button .. . A small black hook... fine
gray dust... a small bright needle, pointed north ...

This passage struck me, oddly enough, as
I was struggling to organize my thoughts in
defense of academic life. There seems no logical connection whatever, since the unpainted
boards of an Alabama shack are a far cry from
the green lawns and white colonnades at my university. But Agee's page suddenly occurred to me
as I swept my eyes across the hopeless clutter of
my desk. Visualize (seeded with paper clips and
edging out from other papers, books, envelopes,
and bills) the following:
1. a federal income tax form (groan).
2. a button from the Moratorium march in
Washington.
3. a map of Virginia.
4. a new book called The Open Classroom.
5. some old copies of The Cresset.

Consider each of these for a minute:
The tax form looks worse than ever this year,
but at least the new format leaves more room to
list deductible contributions. There is the nonprofit Barbwire Theatre, for example, which I
saw last November after attending a conference
of English professors. The Barbwire players are
San Quentin parolees who perform an original
drama about the conflicts and horrors of prison
life, after which they take questions from the

audience. The experience points up what most
of us still fail to realize: that prisons generally
are failures. Once out, you keep coming backrecidivism is the fancy word. But their play is
also a positive and constructive demonstration
that this need not be the case-that drama and
the other arts are tremendously valuable (and
virtually untapped) resources for rehabilitation.
The Moratorium button has been lying here
since November. When I went to the Washington
March I went out of both conviction and curiosity, and in company with a student and his
wife. Because I talk with students every day I
keep realizing (in contrast to most Americans,
often including parents) that they are as bluntly
realistic as they are idealistic. Draft -age, they
were challenging Mr. Nixon's generation: Go
yourselves and die for a corrupt regime in Asia.
Write some checks for the poor; the aerospace
gluttons and clever tax-dodgers will survive.
They may not talk in convenient euphemisms,
these hirsute characters, but they know what
the issues are and how cynically priorities are
established.
The Virginia map represents a sudden opportunity this semester to take part in a faculty
exchange program with a predominantly black
college one hundred miles away. There are various ways of making this two-hour trip, including
some especially scenic byways. The real benefit,
of course, is the direct encounter, in class and
after, with the rising generation of black leaders,
not as black alone but as individuals with diverse
experiences and opinions.
The Open Classroom lands on my desk
because there is a magazine at my university
called the Virginia Quarterly Review. Publishers
send it hundreds of books a year, only a few of
which can be formally reviewed. The rest are
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available to faculty members, provided they turn
in a one-paragraph review. I become increasingly inspired by the young teachers who are
bringing life and joy and reality into some of our
grade schools and high schools, and this new
book is by such a man.
To sum up: It is mainly my attachment to a
university that gives me the time and the opportunity to keep in touch with various important
current issues: prison conditions, the relevance
of the arts, student values, black education, and
public schools. The ordinary businessman or
salesman or clergyman or factory worker usually
is not so lucky. Publishers do not come to bank
tellers with their books for review, and a shoestore
clerk cannot take Saturday off to march for peace.
That, I suppose, is why I believe in such magazines as The Cresset (to finish off my cluttered
desk) . Professors in universities are creatures
who read widely, travel frequently, pick each
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others' brains, and tune in on the world-shaping
younger generation. But in addition they talk to
each other about these matters in magazines like
the Virginia Quarterly Review and The Cresset.
The pity is that these magazines seldom get
to public libraries and newsstands. Nor does
the average citizen subscribe, even if he knows
about them-which he does not, since they cannot afford to advertise. So the man in the street
does not know how the professor lives or how
he reaches his opinions. Yet he is willing-with
a blend of mysticism and suspicion-to expose
his child to professor-type people for four years.
Having grown up in non-academic middle
class America, I would hazard that professors
understand more about the man in the street
than vice versa. Thus, for parents and the general public to remove mysticism and suspicion,
a few subscriptions and visits to the nearest college library are much to be recommended. t
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